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Abstract
Today, Embedded Computer Systems are integrated in many products that are employed to perform tasks of safety-critical nature (ex. nuclear power plants, airbags in
vehicles and auto-pilots in airplanes etc.). These computers run heard real-time applications that are to satisfy stringent timing constraints derived from the systems they
control. Any deviation from these constraints can result in catastrophic consequences.
To ensure the safety and the correctness of these applications, it is of crucial importance
to know the timing behavior of each task running on the system.
The static Worst Case Execution (WCET) analysis is a relatively young science that
tries to determine upper bounds on the execution time of a program running on specific
hardware. The upper bounds are time estimations, determined by analyzing the program
instead of running it. There are a few commercial static WCET tools on the market today and a handful of prototypes that are more or less complete. The static WCET-tools
strive to provide WCET-estimations that are safe and tight. How successful these tools
can be; that depends on the characteristics of both the software and hardware that are
subject to the analysis, as well as on how well the target hardware is modeled in tool.
In this research, the commercial static WCET Tool, Bound-T was used to conduct a
WCET analysis on parts of a C++ code that was automatically generated from the
component-based modular Rhapsody. The C++ code was generated for an application
of a hard real-time nature that runs on a bridge control panel installed in a Rolls Royce
marine vessel. The application contained many tasks, which are running in parallel, in
the absence of any operating system (OS). The absence of an OS was compensated by
the use of the Interrupt Driven Framework (IDF), which is set of collaborating classes
that are implemented to simulate the behavior of the OS and allowed the existence of
only one "real" thread. The C++ code had an extremely complex structure, because it
was generated in a way that allows many tasks to run in parallel even though only one
thread was allowed to exist in reality. The running tasks were invoked by the IDF according a fixed "execution-pattern", which made it possible to track the execution-path
of a particular task and conduct the analysis on it.
Some of the problems that came up during the analysis were due to a bad design in
some of the classes in the IDF-library. Other problems were due the implemented control flow in some of the generated methods, that was unsuitable to the static WCET
analysis. In some case, Bound-T failed to track the values of some variables that were
passed from one method to another, because it was unable to understand neither the
type-conversion operations that were performed by the compiler nor the multiplication
operations that were performed by the target processor. The hidden functions that belong to the C++/compilers runtime environment represented also a big challenge during
the analysis. Despite all these restrains, it was possible to conduct the analysis on the
code and obtain results.
In this paper we present a detailed description of each of the problems mentioned above,
what methods were used to solve them and the results obtained from conducting the
analysis.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Most people think that computers systems are limited to desktop computers, installed in
gray boxes and aimed to do some virtual jobs. The fact is that computers has bypassed
this boundary to become embedded in other devices employed to accomplish physical
work as well. Such computers are referred to as Embedded Computer Systems and
are integrated in almost every product around us (e.g. consumer electronics, vehicles,
airplanes, toys, communications systems, and countless other applications.). and people
from all ages and different professions are interacting with them on daily basis.
Embedded Computer Systems are to contain solutions able to address all kinds of
tasks; tasks being of soft- and hard real-time nature.
In Soft Real-Time Systems (SRTS), faults may be forgiven and occasional deadline
misses are tolerated, but we can not claim the same thing about Hard Real-Time Systems
(HRTS). Faults, errors and failures in HRTS often leads to catastrophic consequences,
and therefore, systems of this type have to be safe and are to survive against all odds.
What is meant with "survive" is that the system must always be able to deliver correct
results at the right time. Imagine the consequences that may arise if a car’s airbag is
inflated late under collision.
Hard real-time applications are to satisfy stringent timing constraints derived from the
system they control[WEEH]. One of the necessary conditions to insure safety and correctness of the system is to guarantee that these constraints are satisfied. For this to be
achieved, the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) for each task has to be extracted.
The WCET analysis tries to determine bounds on the execution time of a task when
executing on a particular hardware[WEEH]. Traditionally, the Dynamic Time Analysis
method is used for this purpose. The WCET is measured by running the program on
the target hardware while providing it with inputs that are believed to achieve the worst
case scenario. The measurements are done with the help of either: an oscilloscope, an
emulator, a logical-analyzer or by simply integrating clock function-calls in the code.
Aside from being time consuming, the dynamic analysis produces unsafe results; the
obtained WCET is often an underestimation of the actual one and there are no guarantees that the actual WCET will be observed.
Alternatively, upper bounds on the WCET can by obtained by analyzing the program instead of running it. This approach is called Static Time Analysis and builds upon mathematical models of program behavior and the target hardware timings[Ptr05]. Given that
the models are accurate enough, the resulting WCET bounds are estimations that are
considered safe (i.e. greater or equal to the actual WCET)[Byh05].
The static WCET analysis has been subject to intense research during the last decade.
It is a promising technology that can be used especially for programs developed for embedded real-time systems[Erm03]. Today a few commercial tools for WCET analysis
as well as a number of research prototypes have been developed. For an analysis tool
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to be able to automatically calculate an upper bound of a program(task); the hardware
architecture of the system has to be well known to the tool. In addition, information
from the source-code and/or the object-code are essential for building the mathematical
models of the program subject to the analysis. It is a serious challenge for the developer to produce a WCET-tool able to support several processor-types with different
hardware configurations. Furthermore, the increasing complexity of both the hardware
(e.g. caches and pipelines) and the software (e.g. nested loops, function pointers, unstructured code) in embedded system applications represents yet another problem to be
confronted.
This research explored some the technologies mentioned above by performing a case
study in static WCET analysis. A commercial WCET tool was used to analyze an
embedded C++ code generated from the component-based-modular tool Rhapsody. The
work was carried out at CC-Systems AB (CCS) offices in Västerås and Uppsala and in
collaboration with Tidorum Ltd - Finland[Tdrs].

1.2 Purpose of This Work
CCS is the proprietor of the code subject to analysis, and a user of the Rhapsody tool
as well. Rhapsody was used to generate C++ code for an IO panel system plugged
as a node on a CANOpen network. The panel consisted of a number of Electronic
Control Units (ECUs)that are equipped with ATmel-AVR processors (AT90CAN128 and
ATMega644) and communicating with each other via a LIN network. The code was
compiled using the AVR-IAR compiler. (See Chapter 4 for more details about the panel
and the relevant technologies).
The system has a strict timing constraint of 80ms that is applied on the main-execution
loop in the program. The total execution time of all activities that are part of this main
loop, are not allowed to exceed this specified timing constraint.(See Chapter 5).
The company was interested in knowing if it was possible to perform the static WCETanalysis on the generated code and how to benefit from information in Rhapsody to
identify the parts of the code that were time critical, in order to perform the on them.
Tidorum Ltd has supported this research by providing the WCET-tool Bound-T. The
point of interest for Tidorum Ltd lay in knowing how adequately their WCET-tool would
perform under such conditions and if they could benefit from this research to improve
the functionality of their tool.
This research is also beneficial to academia as well. It was of interest to conduct static
WCET analysis on C++ auto-generated code to study the possible difficulties that may
arise, due to the way the code was generated (e.g., functions pointers, unstructured code
and deeply nested loops etc...) and investigate a way to work around them.
As for the author, this work represented the final stage of his 5-years-long educational
"journey" at Mälardalens University. This thesis corresponds to 20 Swedish points/30
E.C.T.S credits and results in a degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering.
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1.3 The Necessity of Timing Analysis
The most notorious definition of Real-time systems is: "Those systems that respond to
events from the surrounding environment and in which the correctness of the system
depends not only on the logical result of computation but also on the time at which
the results are produced". Real-time applications usually consists of a set of scheduled
tasks with certain time constraints (ex: periods, release times and deadlines, etc.). In
hard real-time systems there are some task that must never miss a single deadline. Obviously, timing is a factor of crucial importance in the Real-time world.
Considering the real-time systems which control safety-critical systems like cars, aircrafts, marine vessels, military equipment and industrial power plants; these systems
has to be safe and predictable, and must always perform correctly, even under the most
stressful conditions. It is not sufficient to determine the correctness of the functionality
in car for example, simply by test-driving it in different system configurations. Besides
what would be the cost to fix a constraint violation when discovered at this stage of
production?
There is a need for some sort of time estimates to rely on to perform the schedulability
of existing tasks and to determine whether all tasks, as well as the over system, fulfill
their time constraints, even when the system is still under design stage.
Fortunately The Worst Case Execution Time analysis answers this need.
1.3.1 The Worst Case Execution Time and Other Estimates
The Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) of a program is defined as the longest execution time that will ever be observed when the program is running on the target
hardware[ER+EN]. Time analysis strive to provide estimate WCET estimates that are
safe and tight. An estimated WCET is considered safe if is greater or equal to the actual
actual WCET while it is considered tight if the estimation does not overestimate the
actual WCET but provides one in acceptable margins. There also two other estimates:
Best Case Execution Time (BCET) and Average Case Execution Time (ACET). The
BCET is the shortest possible time of a program can take while running on hardware.
Similar to WCET, the provided BCET estimate is to be tight and not to overestimate
the actual BCET. Finally, the ACET lies between the two previous estimates and gives
a picture of the execution distribution of the system.
The definition of WCET is valid only for one program (task) executing in isolation
and undisturbed.[Erm03]. All indirect interferences from background activities, such as
Direct Memory Access (DMA) or refreshes from DRAM, are not considered[Erm03].
Likewise interrupts, context-switches, preemptions and other direct interferences from
the existing operating system (OS) are also excluded. The purpose of the definition here
is to define the WCET for RTS applications in general independently from OS types and
hardware features. The same program can reveal different timing behaviors on different
hardware configurations.
1.3.2 Benefits from WCET Analysis
The main use of WCET analysis is to guarantee schedulability, predictability and correctness of the real-time systems.
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Figure 1: Execution time etimates. [Erm03]

Designers of embedded real-time systems can benefit from WCET estimates to check if
handlers react fast enough and to determine if the safety-critical parts of the code finish
on time.[Erm03]. The analysis can also point out the parts of code where the program
spends most of the execution time, in order to optimize the them. Furthermore the developers can benefit from WCET analysis to decide how much resources their system
needs and choose the cheapest type of the hardware configuration that meet their goals.
System designers can benefit from BCET in some control-applications where the output
must be sent to the controlled actuator neither too soon, nor too late. The airbag in car
is a good example in this situation; when a collision is detected, the bag must be inflated
in the specified time interval, neither before nor after. If it happens too soon the bag will
shrink again and the driver will hit the steering wheel and might die.
There are other areas where timing estimates have proved to be useful, like with tools
for modeling and tools validation and verification where WCET estimates are used to
provide guarantees for the overall system behavior.

1.4 About CC-Systems AB
CCS is a Swedish company that develops electronic equipment and software solutions
for vehicles and heavy machines. Some of their products are mounted in military vehicles, trucks, forestry machines and marine vessels. These products may be working in
harsh environments and exposed to wetness, dust, high vibrations and other strains. The
company produces mainly display systems, on-board computers, I/O- and communication modules.
CCS cooperates with big names like Volvo AB, Bombardier, Atlas Copco, BAE systems Häglunds and many others. The company delivers partial- and complete system,
customer-made systems and offers consulting services.
CCS was founded in 1991 and has grown since then to hire up to 130 employees today.
There are four offices for CCS in Sweden, located in Uppsala, Västerås, Örnsköldsvik
and Alfta. There is on additional office situated in Tammerfors in Finland.
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1.5 Delimitations
This Master thesis corresponds to D-level course. Due to time limitations, and the
diversity of the technologies (tools) involved in the project and that are subject to studies
(Rhapsody, IAR-compiler, Bound-T, and the generated code), it was not possible to
deeply investigate all the relevant technologies in short time. In addition to the time
factor, this work suffered from other technical delimitations such as:
• Rhapsody uses a very expensive shared license used by all CCS offices, which
made it almost impossible to gain access to the tool. A one-moth trial license was
used instead and that limited that was barely enough to the feeling of how this
gigantic tool works.
• The IAR-compiler also has a shared license over all CCS offices, which implies
the same problem as the one experienced with Rhapsody.
• The used version of Bound-T was an untested prototype in its early stages, suffering from bugs and lacking the implementations of some primary functionality.
Actually the Bound-T version was developed in parallel to this research.
• The absence of any documentation describing the underlying IDF layer (Section
3.3) on which the code is running.
These delimitations may have made the work little bit harder and caused the progress
of this research to go slower, however the analysis was still able to be conducted on the
project, and results and suggestions were able to be delivered.

1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 presents an introduction about the static WCET analysis and briefly explores
it three basic phases: The flow extraction phase in Sections 2.1, the low level analysis
phase in Sections 2.3 and the calculation phase in Sections 2.3. The Static Tool BoundT and some of it functionalities are introduced in Section 2.4.
Chapter 3 starts by a presenting some of the software development and design aspects.
Important characteristics of the object oriented design and modeling, as well as the
different UML-diagrams are introduced in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 presents an overview
of Rhapsody and how it generates the code. The Interrupt Driven Framework (IDF) and
its services are briefly introduced in Section 3.3.
Chapter 4 describes shortly the bridge control panel and all it related theologies such as:
The CANopen-Network protocol, the LIN-Network protocol, the Atmel/Avr processors
and the IAR/Avr compiler.
Chapter 5 presents a detailed description of the problem and the used solution methods.
Chapter 6 contains a detailed discussion about the encountered problems and the ways
that were used to work around them, in addition to the obtained results.
Chapter 7 is the summary of the work that was done in this research and the conclusion
that was drawn. All the WCET results are represented in a table at the end of this
chapter.
Chapter 8 presents personal point of views and recommendations that makes the analysis
more efficient in the future.
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2 Static WCET Analysis Overview
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the static WCET analysis tries to determine upper bounds
on WCET by analyzing the program instead of running it. The execution time of a program depends on the characteristics of both the software and the hardware and consequently, the WCET analysis relies on the systems different components such the sourcecode, the object-code generated by the compiler and the existing hardware features, to
be able to specify the program’s dynamic behavior and extract time estimates.
In concept, the analysis is divided in three basic phases:
• The flow analysis determines the possible flows (execution paths) through a program by analyzing the source- intermediate and/or the object-code.
• The Low level analysis relies on the object-code and the hardware specifications
to determine the timing behavior of the program.
• The Calculation uses inputs from the flow- and low-level analysis for calculating
the WCET estimates.
These phases can more or less be divided into sub-phases or integrated in one big phase,
but regardless how phases can be classified by the analysis process, all the inputs from
the conceptual classification are needed to be able to derive a WCET upper bounds.

Figure 2: Components of WCET Analysis [Erm03]

2.1 The Flow Analysis
In the flow analysis, the possible execution paths of the program are determined. An
execution path can be defined as the combination of instructions that are executed in
sequence, for a given input, until a program (task) finish its execution. The flow analysis
provides information about the program’s dynamic behavior such as: the maximum
number of times loops iterate, which functions are called, the dependencies between
conditional statements (if-else statements) and the maximum depth of recursive calls,
etc.
It is possible to conduct a flow analysis on simple program code by hand but for for
complex program, an automated flow analysis is needed. The dynamic behavior of a big
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and complex program is generally intractable (i.e. it is often impossible to trace the data
and the state the causes the actual WCET), automated flow analysis use approximations
instead. For the execution information to be valid and usable, the approximated models
has to be safe and tight; this means that all feasible executions must always be covered
by the approximations and as few infeasible 1 executions as possible should be included.
The flow analysis phase can further be divided into three sub-phases:
• Flow extraction:At this sub-phase the flow information is obtained either with or
without manual intervention from the user, in form of annotations.
• Flow representation: It concerns representing the results of the flow extraction.
The representation can be done in form of graphs, Syntax tree or even program
code.
• Calculation conversion: This sub-phase involves converting the represented flow
information for the final WCET calculation phase. To be able to do the WCET
calculation the flow information must be mapped to the object code.
In [Erm03], the author mentions briefly a few methods in flow analysis (See [Erm03],
Section 2.2.1 for more information). One of these methods, was those described in
Holsti et al. [HLSa] where, among other things, the Presburger arithmetic is used in
Bound-T, to calculate loop bounds for counted loops, etc. (See Section 2.4).
Conducting a flow analysis and building a Control Flow Graph (CFG) is not a trivial
task due to a number of factors. Aside from the problem of the intractability of the
program’s dynamic behavior mentioned above, there are difficulties when constructing
execution paths containing jumps to addresses assigned dynamically. On the objectcode level, these are represented by dynamic jumps/branches resulting mostly from
switch/case structures. If the CFG is being built from the source-code, the same problem comes from the function pointers and from calls to virtual functions[WEEH].
Other problems can be traced to the compiler’s optimization behavior. In order to optimize the code and achieve a better performance the compiler might unroll loops, inline functions in one place and duplicate the code in another, and/or even switch all
the function-calls as well as returns from functions to ordinary branches. These affect deeply the syntactical hierarchies within the object-code and makes it hard for the
WCET tool to trace the control-flow structures such loops or function calls[RKPP]. A
work around the problem is done by annotations provided by the user of the tool.

2.2 The Low-Level Analysis
In the case where the CFG-method is used to represent the control flow for example;
each "labeled square" in the graph represents a so called basic block, while the combination of squares and arrows represent the execution paths(See Figure 4a). A basic
block can be defined as a group of instructions in sequence where, whenever the first
instruction is executed, all the other instructions found in the group are executed and,
the "other instructions" are executed only if the first instruction is executed. The low
1 Infeasible

execution or infeasible path is a path that is represented in the set of All-the-possibleexecutions but can never occur on the logical level
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level analysis determines the execution time of each of these blocks, as well as the of
the execution paths, based on target hardware characteristics. The analysis is performed
on the object-code and can be divided in two sub-phases:Global low level Analysis and
Local low level analysis
2.2.1 Global Low Level Analysis
This analysis phase examines the timing effect of the target hardware’s features on the
entire program. For instance, the presence of cache and/or of the branch prediction
feature, are of great influence on the program’s global timing behavior.
Caches are fast memories installed between the processors and main memories, and
are used to tighten the performance gap between the processor’s high speed and the
relatively slow access times to those memories. Under run time, the CPU looks for
the next instruction (or data) in the cache first, before searching the main memory. A
successful search result in the cache is considered a cache hit and results a fast access
speed, while an unsuccessful one is a cache miss and it results in a slower access speed.
One can distinguish between: instruction cache, data cache and unified cache. In addition, cache memories can be direct mapped (i.e. part/blocks from main memory are always placed in the same area/block), or set-associative (there are many blocks/locations
where memory blocks can be place in). In the later variant a sort of access algorithms
are needed(e.g. First In First Out-FIFO, Last Recently Used-LRU, etc.).
Depending on the type of the cache to analyze, the WCET-tools use different approaches
to analyze the program’s timing behavior. Instruction caches are in general easier to examine than data caches; providing that no speculative execution is used, it is sometimes
possible to predict the content of the cache because the instructions in the instruction
cache depends on the program’s flow. The Data cache is accessed from different location under run-time, which makes it harder to predict the addresses to be accessed.
An approach to analyze an instruction cache for instance, is based on the assumption
that programs spend most of the execution time in loops. When a program executes an
iteration, in most cases, the first iteration is considered a cache miss, while the rest of
iterations are cache hits. Readers are to refer to [Erm03] for details on other approaches
and source references.
The branch prediction is another mechanism used to improve the performance of the
system. In a case of conditional-branch instructions, branch prediction tries to minimize
(or even omit) the numbers of pipeline stalls by trying to speculate the address of the
next instruction targeted by the conditional branch. The instruction in that address is
fetched and processed before the content of the conditional branch is resolved. A correct
guess results in better performance while a wrong one forces a cancellation to all the
work done on the wrong instruction, before fetching the right one and processing it. The
time cost of a wrong guess is higher then that when if the pipeline was stalled.
Branch prediction techniques are either static (i.e., predictions are defined statically,
independent from the program execution and based on the saying that programs iterate
most of the execution time) or dynamic (predictions are taken based on recent execution
history of the program). Obviously, branches made dynamically are more complicated
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than the static ones and thus, a static branch prediction mechanism is easier to analyze.
An approach very similar to the one for instruction cache’s is used to analyze a static
branch prediction (i.e., first prediction is wrong while the rest are right). Again refer to
[Erm03] for information about other approaches.
2.2.2 Local Low Level Analysis
At this level, the analysis inspects the timing effects on a single instruction and instruction that immediately follows it. The execution time of an instruction is directly
influenced by the access times of the present memories (e.g. On-chip ROMs/RAMs,
flash memories, ordinary RAMs, etc.). The execution time of instructions in sequence
(or a basic block) is influenced by the presence of a pipeline.
The majority of research in local low-level analysis has been directed at pipeline
analysis[Erm03]. Pipelines contribute in improving the performance through increasing
the processor’s throughputs. The processing of an instruction is divided into several
steps called pipeline stages. Stages in a pipeline can vary between two and ten steps
(depending on how sophisticated the processor is), but a typical pipeline has five steps:
1. IF - Instruction Fetch: The instruction is fetched from the memory.
2. ID - Instruction Decoded: Instructions are decoded and operands are read from
register(s)
3. EX- Executing and address calculating: Doing the arithmetic operation in the
ALU (Arithmetic Logical Unit) on either direct values or effective addresses.
4. MEM- Memory accesses: Accessing data in memory
5. WB- Write Back: Computed values as well as accessed data from memory are
written in CPU registers.
Instructions go through all or some of these stages while being processed. Suppose that
each pipeline-stage cost one clock-cycle to complete, if no pipeline is present, an instruction has to wait for the one that precedes it to be complete, before it is processed by
the CPU. Thus, there will be at most five clock cycle waste of time between each two
instructions neighboring each other.
A pipeline overlaps the neighboring instructions so that once an instruction is done with
a pipeline-stage and proceeded to the next one; the instruction that follows can proceed to the earlier pipeline-stage at the same time, and so on. In the case of a 5-stages
pipeline; if there are no pipeline stalls, five instructions are executed in five clock-cycles.
A stall occurs when an instruction is forced to stay in a particular pipeline-step for more
that one clock-cycle.
Stalls in pipelines can be caused by structural hazards (e.g. when an instruction simply waits for another to free a pipeline stage; as shown in Figure 3b), control hazards
(e.g. branch instruction in a loop) and data hazards (when an instruction waits for data
generated from other instruction). In addition pipelines can be scalar and superscalar;
they are split in many branches allowing more than one instruction to be processed in
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one clock cycle.
Most Static WCET tools use pipeline reservation tables to model the behavior of a
pipeline in detail [Erm03] and to examine its timing effects. The table is used to model
the usage of each resource of the pipeline used by each instruction and the interaction
between them. (See Figure3b).

Figure 3: Example of instruction processing with and without pipeline

Results from global- and local low level analysis are incorporated in the final time
estimate in many ways. For instance, a cache miss is assigned a time penalty that is
added to the final time estimate as global timing effect. Another approach uses the
result from global analysis as input to the local analysis by adding each cache miss of a
particular instruction to its processing time in the pipeline.

2.3 The Upper Bounds Calculation
At this stage, WCET estimates are calculated based on information provided by flow
analysis and results received from the low level analysis. Generally there are three
techniques to calculate the WCET upper bounds:
• Tree-based Calculation: This method is used when the program flow is presented
in form of syntax tree. Nodes in the tree correspond to program structures (e.g.
loops, sequence, conditional statements, etc.), and leaves represent basic blocks.
The calculation is done by traversing the tree from bottom up according to some
given rules. Each node is translated to an equation expressing its timing, based on
information from its children-nodes (See Figure4d).
Tree-based calculation is a relatively simple but lacks the ability to handle complex program flow as well as unstructured code.
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Figure 4: Different flow representations and calculation methods[ER+EN].

• Path-based Calculation: With this technique, time estimates are derived from
flow information represented as a flow graph (Figure4a). The execution times of
each node (basic block) in a path are added together to obtain the execution times
of that path. While doing the calculations, bounds on loops found in each path
are defined (bounds = maximum number of possible iterations) and these bounds
are multiplied by the sum of execution times of each node/basic-block contained
in the loops.(See Figure4b).The weakness in this technique is that it is not able to
handle loops with deep nesting levels.
• Implicit Path Enumeration Technique-IPET: The IPET is able to retrieve maximum and minimum estimates on execution time by conducting calculations based
on program flow information combined with given constraints. The constraints
are logical and algebraic restrictions extracted from the program’s structure and
possible program flow.
Each node in the CFG is assigned a time variable (tentity ) representing the execution time of this node, and a count variable (xentity ) corresponding to the numbers
of times the nodes have being visited. Edges in CFG are also assigned count
variable corresponding to number of times each edge was visited. The WCET
and BCET) are obtained by the resolving the maximum resp. the minimum
of the sum: ∑ tentity ∗ xentity subject to the extracted constraints (see Figure4c).
The optimization problem can be solved using the ILP-method (Integer Linear
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Programming)[Ela02] or any other similar technique.

2.4 The Static WCET Analysis Tool Bound-T
The static WCET Analysis Tool Bound-T was developed at Space Systems Finland Ltd
under contract with European Space Agency (ESA) and was intended for verifying the
on-board software in spacecrafts[WEEH]. Today, Tidorum Ltd is extending Bound-T
to cover other application domains as well.
Bound-T estimates WCET’s for real time embedded programs. It determines upper
bounds on the execution time of subroutines and (optionally) determines upper bounds
on the stack usage of subroutines. The tool takes the object code read from the binary
executable as an input and delivers upper bounds calculations, call graphs (CG) and
control-flow graphs (CFG) as outputs. Using the Object Code implies that the analysis
is independent from the used programming language.
The CFG models the processors’s instruction sequencing behavior[WEEH]. It is constructed starting from the entry point of the analyzed subroutine (e.g. the main function),
where all branch and return instructions are located. The call graph is built from call
instruction which are detected during the control-flow analysis.
Bound-T can automatically bound counter-based loops; i.e. loops that always increment/decrement the counter with constant value on each iteration. For other kind of
loops to be bounded, user annotations are needed. (see Section 2.4.1).
The worst-case and the upper bound for a subroutine are found by the IPET method
(Section 2.3) applied to the CFG of the subroutine [HLSb].
The cache analysis is not yet implemented in Bound-T and all the supported platforms
either do not have cache or use a very small special type of cache. The supported
platforms are: Intel-8051 series, ATMEL ERC32 (SPARC V7), Renesas H8T300 and
Analog Devices ADSP-21020. Bound-T also provides prototypes supporting ARM7,
ATMEL AVR (used in this research) and ATmega platforms.
2.4.1 Using Bound-T - (Bound-T from User’s Perspective)
All Bound-T versions are used in the same general way no matter which target-processor
is employed or whether Linux or MS-Windows operating systems are used.
Bound-T versions currently lack a Graphical User Interface (GUI), all commands are
entered manually in the terminal windows and all outputs (results, graphs, warnings and
errors) are also received in terminal windows in forms of text or DOT files2 .
The general form of the command for starting Bound-T is:
boundt_avr <options> <target exe file> <subprogram name>
• Boundt_avr: is the command the that invokes the upper bound calculation,
where avr is a suffix specific for the used Bound-T version.
2 DOT

files can be displayed by the dot tool from ATT Bell Laboratories.
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• <options>: represent a wide variety of items telling Bound-T what to analyze,
what outputs to produce and what to skip. For example, the tool can be told to
trace calls, display the assembly code, draw CFGs and/or hide/display specific
warnings etc. All available options can be displayed by the following command:
boundt_avr -help.
To be able to compute an upper bound, at least the option item representing the
target processor has to be added.
• <target exe file>: is the input file that the tool analyzes. In this version
the executable has .d90 as extension.
• <subprogram name>: is the part of the program to be analyzed. If working
with a C program, this could be any function name. In case of C++, it takes the
form "ClassName|MethodName".
To give the reader a flavor of how things are done, consider the following function,
taken from a MDH course with a slight modification:
int main(void)
{
int READ2 =200;
int res2 = 0;
res2 = foo(READ2);
return res2;
}
int foo(int max)
{
type i = 0;
type j = 1;
type total = 0;
while(i <=max)
{
if(j < 5)
j++;
if(j >max)
break;
total = total + j - 2;
i++;
}
return total;
}
If we assume that both functions are found in file sensor.c, the executable file is
called main.d90 and the target processor is AT90CAN128, then, the upper bound is
computed by the following command:
boundt_avr -at90can128 main.d90 main
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The generated output(s) depends on the option(s) given in the command. Usually, it has
the following general form:
key:exename:sourcename:suborcall:codelocation:more
The second, third, fourth and fifth columns are typical for all Bound-T outputs and
successively represent: the executable, the source file of the analyzed subprogram, its
name and it location (in the code) in line-numbers. The first column (key) is the type
of result that is being delivered while the last column (more) contains the result itself.
The content of key and more depends on the additional options added to the command
as well as, on whether the computation succeeded or not.
The previous command gives the following output:
Loop_Bound:main.d90:sensor.c:main@34=>foo:46-53:200
Wcet_Call:main.d90:sensor.c:main@34=>foo:41-55:4281
Wcet:assignment1.d90:sensor.c:main:24-37:4333
Errors usually occur when Bound-T is unable to execute a command. The reason could
be due to many factors such: a misspelling when typing the command, calling a subprogram that has being optimized away by the compiler or other reasons preventing the
tool from computing the an upper bound. The general form of error output is:
Error:exename::::message
For instance, an error occurs if we try to compute an upper bound on the function foo
directly. The result will be the following error:
Error:main.d90:sensor.c:foo:41-55:Could not be fully
bounded.
Loop unbounded at sensor.c:46-53, offset 00000012
The reason why the first computation succeeded is that Bound-T was able to bound the
existing loop (while(i <=max)) using a maximum value for max extracted from
main. There are several situations where Bound-T cannot automatically find bounds for
loops (refer to Bound-T manual [HLSb]). It is, however, possible to overcome most of
these problems by using what Bound-T calls assertion. The tool provides a wide range
of assertions that can be entered by the user to help in extracting a WCET estimate. It is
possible to write assertions on loop’s iteration numbers, call numbers, variable and call
execution times etc. Assertions are written in separate files and are invoked from the
command line with the option -assert filename.bta.
In the given example, the assertion would be:
subprogram "foo"
loop repeats <= 200 times; end loop;
end "foo";
If the assertion is written in foo.bta; The command would be written as follows:
boundt_avr -AT90CAN128 -assert foo.bta
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Bound-T allows a combination of many option in a single command line:
boundt_avr -AT90CAN128 -assert ass.bta -trace calls -trace
decode main.d90 main
Options -trace calls and -trace decode are very useful when conducting the WCET analysis. The first option displays all functions that are calls during the program execution,
starting from the subprogram (function) that is being analyzed. It gives the following
output:
Call:main.d90:sensor.c:main:24::?PROLOGUE4_L09:[00010A]
Call:main.d90:sensor.c:main:34:sensor.c:foo:41
Call:main.d90:sensor.c:foo:41::?PROLOGUE4_L09:[00010A]
The first five columns have been explained above. The sixth, seventh and eighth columns
successively represent: the source file of the callee subprogram, its name and it location
in the code (number of the code-line).
The -trace decode exposes the assembly code ( specific for the used CPU) of the analyzed subprogram and all the subprograms (functions) that are called starting from it.
(i.e. the code of all subprograms that can be shown with -trace calls). The output has
the form:
coding starts for subprogram sensor|main
Address Code
Assembly
Effort Steps
000094
940E 0085 call 133
4c
1
00010A
93BA
st -Y,r27
2c1w
2
...
000126
BE0F
out 63,r0
1c
27
000128
9508
ret
4c
28
Decoding finished for subprogram sensor|main: 28 steps.
Decoding
Address
0000AE
00010A
...
000126
000128
Decoding

starts for
Code
940E 0085
93BA

subprogram sensor|foo
Assembly
Effort
call 133
4c
st -Y,r27
2c1w

Steps
1
2

BE0F
out 63,r0
1c
42
9508
ret
4c
43
finished for subprogram sensor|foo: 43 steps.

The assembly code for each subprogram begins and ends with line marking the start
and the end of the subprogram. In the fourth column (Effort) the "c" follows the number
of cycles an instruction needs to execute, while the "w" (and the "r"; not shown in the
code example) tells if the instruction is writing or reading from the RAM. Observe that
the "w" and "r" are not yet implemented in the current version of Bound-T. However,
this does not affect the analysis because no external RAM was used in the project. (See
Chapter 4).
To generate call- and control-flow-graphs, drawing options can be added to the command line, like for example:
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boundt_avr -AT90CAN128 -dot_dir graphs -draw address
-draw all main.d90 main
The -dot_dir graphs option tells bound-T to save the generated graphs (CG and
CFG) in dot format in the directory graphs. The -draw address option tells
Bound-T to include the start and end address of each block. Finally the -draw all
option implies that a CFG should be drawn for each function call.
In the given example the generated files are: cgmain_001.dot, fgmain_002.dot and fgfoo_003.dot
To be able to view the graphs, the files have be converted using the dot program:
dot -Tps fg__foo_002.dot -o fg__foo_002.ps
This command converts the .dot file to a postscript form which can be viewed with
any postscript viewer (e.g gsview32)

Figure 5: Control flow graph for function foo.
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3 Software Development and Design Modeling
When talking about software development most people will probably think that the issue concerns the programming process only. The truth is that programming -or code
implementation- is just a single link found in the middle of a chain of activities that the
software development consists of.
The development of the software includes a number of activities such as: Requirement
analysis and definition, System- and program design, code implementation, Systemand integration test, and delivery and maintenance. Some software development methods integrate two activities in a single one, while others break an activity into two or
more sub-activities. No matter what method is used during the development, the activities mentioned above has to somehow be present and in the same sequential order.

Figure 6: Software Development’s activities chain. [SESB]

In this section, our point of interest lies in the first four activities shown in Figure 6.
A short introduction of each of these activities will be presented:
• Requirements Analysis and Definition: It is one of the most critical activities
in the development process. Its main goal is to specify the functionality of the
software according to the client’s needs and wishes. Requirements analysis is
considered critical because, if an error or a misinterpretation of a requirement is
made by the analyst team at this stage, the error/misinterpretation will not be discovered until late stages in the development chain (at testing stages). The cost
to correct the problem will be huge on the time- and the financial levels. It is
essential to always keep the communication line open between the analyst(s) and
the client(s) during the whole analysis process, before the client’s final approval
is granted.
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A long list of requirements is usually derived from large complex systems. The
analyst-team documents these requirements with short technical terms that are often difficult for the client(s) to understand. For this reason, it is necessary to use
a modeling method able to represent the technical language in some sort of pictures or drawings (translating words by pictures) understood by the client(s). In
addition, the designer-team and even the analyst-team themselves can be spared
the pain of searching long requirement’s list, which may contains ambiguous information sometimes, and benefit from the drawn models instead, to design the
system accordingly or recheck the requirements. A good example of requirements
modeling is the Use-case Diagram described in Section 3.1.
• System Design:At this development stage, the system’s general structures is created; the main system components(modules) are defined and the relation between
these components/models are identified. When designing the system, the problem in hands is looked at from many different angles to be able to understand its
nature. The designer-team derives new requirements that are related to the system itself and examines a variety of solutions before choosing an appropriate one,
that suites the available resources. A high level of abstraction is used to represent
the design; a graphical model such as a conceptual class diagram (Section 3.1),
which represents the main components and the relations between them, can be a
suitable choice.
• Program Design is usually integrated in the System Design activity. The former
is often considered as a sub-activity of the later and is performed by the designerteam. Program design is mainly concerned in structuring the software component
and defining the functionality of the application. It involves specifying the algorithms, the data structures, the data flow, and the communication and the dependency between the modules of the software, etc.
There are many strategies used for designing a program; for instance, the program can be designed from the functional point of view, where its state is centralized and shared between the functions operating on this state - Functional Design
method[SEKC]. Another strategy is the Object oriented Design. This strategy is
based on a collection of independent objects, each managing its own state, while
interacting with each other by exchanging messages. (See Section 3.1).
• Implementation is writing the code. The programmer-team translates the graphical models, provided by the designer-team, into code-syntax. The appropriate
programming language is chosen based on the model of the design to be implemented but depends also on the skills and experience of the programmer-team in
a particular language.
The software development is itself an activity included in a large discipline called
Software Engineering - SE. SE is a science that provides methods and techniques to help
managing and solving the proposed problem of a software to developed. In addition to
providing and delivering a solution, SE touches issues such as: risk analysis, project
planning, financial management, man-power organization, product quality and many
other issues.
Readers that are interested in more information can refer to [SESB].
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3.1 Object Oriented Design and Modeling
Object orientation- OO is an approach to software development that organizes both
problem and its solution as a collection of discrete objects; both data structures and behavior are included in the representation [OOPB]. OO has the following characteristics:
identity, classification, polymorphism and inheritance.
• Identity means that data are organized into distinguishable entities called Objects.
Each object has an internal state and a behavior connected to this state. The
object’s state is represented in a number of attributes whose values define that
state, while the object’s behavior is represented in a number of methods defining
how this object behaves when changing from one state to another. Each object
has a name, also called reference or handle.
• Classification means that objects having the same data structure (i.e., attributes
and behavior in common) are considered belonging to the same Class or Type
of objects. A class is an abstraction that describes the properties important to an
application and ignores the rest [OOPB]. Each class represents an infinite set of
individual objects and each object is an instance of that class. All instances of
the same class share the same attribute names and same behavior (methods), but
every instance can have own attribute values defining the instance’s current state.
• Classes are data structure hiding data from users (encapsulating). The user can
only perform a restricted set of operations on the hidden members of the class by
executing methods. The actions performed by the methods as well as the level of
restriction are determined by the designer of the class.
• Inheritance is sharing the same attributes and operations/methods between classes
based on hierarchical relationship [OOPB]. A class can inherit attributes and
methods from another class; the former becomes a subclass (or underclass) and
the later a superclass. When defining a superclass there is no need to repeat the
inherited properties, only the new properties, for subclass need to be added. Some
OO programming languages allow a subclass to inherit from more than one superclass at a time (e.g C++) while others forbid inheritance to from more than one
(e.g. Java).
• Polymorphism means that the same operation/method behaves differently on different classes. This is common in sub-classes where the designer redefine the
operation to be performed by a method inherited from a superclass. In C++ for
example, the methods to be re-implemented in a subclasses are defined within the
Superclass starting with the word "virtual".
The most common way to design and represent a project developed with an objectoriented language is to use the Unified Modeling Language (UML). UML provides
methods (and concepts) to help developing an understanding of the relationship between the software being designed and its external environment, as well as between the
components of the software itself. Once this understanding has been made, it will be
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easier to structure the system and provide the required functionality so that it can communicate effectively with its environment and serve its purpose. Many different types
of systems can be modeled and described by UML such as: Information systems, Embedded real-time systems, Distributed systems and Business systems etc.
UML can also be used in different phases in the development of a system from requirement specifications to the test of a finished system[UmlTk].
The next five subsections describe the different diagrams that exist in UML.
3.1.1 Use-Case Diagram
The use-case diagram is a model that describes what the developed system should do
and what it should not do. The components of the model are the actors and the created
use cases.
The actors, being human operators and/or other systems, communicate with the developed system by initiating an action and expect that their goal is achieved. A use case,
on the other hands represents a service that a system is required to do. It consists of
a scenario(s) or a series of steps, taken to achieve a goal. Communications between
operator/uses cases are represented with arrows.

Figure 7: Requirements for a cash dispenser

3.1.2 Object-Model Diagram
If the use-case diagram answers the question "what to do?", the object-model diagram
answers the question "how to do it?". Objects can be represented in diagrams on different levels having different views. For instance, the architecture of the system is modeled
with a high level diagram containing components representing sub-systems which capsules a number of objects and the relation between these sub-systems. If a class-diagram
is represented at high level, the classes are displayed to represent type specifications and
will have information with a precision that is relevant only to the wished level of detail.
High level designs are diagrams representing only a conceptual solution to the problem.
The class-diagrams that are aimed for software implementations are represented with
low-level object-model diagrams. Such diagrams can be extremely detailed and contain
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information about the existing classes (class name, member’s names and type, method’s
names, arguments type and return value), the type of relations between each class (inheritance, aggregation and usage etc.) and information associated to each relation(relation
name and multiplicity, etc.)
Such information is used by Rhapsody to generate code from class-diagrams. (See Section 3.2.1).

Figure 8: Class diagram representing a cash dispenser system

3.1.3 StateChart Diagram
Stat-charts are graphs of states connected to each other with arrows representing transitions. These graphs are used to model the behavior of an object and to specify its life
cycle, under runtime. Statecharts describe how objects react to internal and external
stimuli. Each state describes the condition in which an object is found at a certain point
of time under run-time.
Transitions are taken when an object switches state. This can take place on either a timed
event, an asynchronous event or by a simple guarded/unguarded transition (guards represent conditions that, if fulfilled, enables an action to be taken). A transition can be
simple, join or fork while actions can be taken on state-entry, during the transition,
and/or state-exit.
Each state-chart must have a Start, from which a default transition is derived and en
End.
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Figure 9: A statechart representing money withdrawal from the cash dispenser

3.1.4 Activity Diagram
The activity diagram is very similar to a statechart diagram in its structure and the way
it is built. However, it is not used to describe the flow of a specified activity that is
event-based, but it shows a sequential flow of activities[UmlTk]. Figure 10 shows the
activity Diagram for building a house. Notice that each state in the diagram represents
an activity from which a statechart can be derived.
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Figure 10: Activity Diagram for building a house[SEKC]

3.1.5 Sequence Diagram
A sequence diagram shows an interaction between objects, in form of sequential message exchange that will happen at a specific point of time under the execution of the
system. In the diagram, the objects are represented with vertical dotted-lines, the messages are shown as arrows associated with labels (the operation names) and the time
that each object takes to execute are drawn as rectangles. Figure 11 shows a flow of
messages for a printing job on a print-server. If the printer is free, the job is sent to it
immediately. If otherwise, the job is queued and printed later.
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Figure 11: Sequence diagram for a print server (the * before the message name represents an
iterration)

3.2 Rhapsody Overview
Rhapsody is a visual design-tool for developing embedded software. It offers Model
Driven Development (MDD) environments for system designers and software developers with target implementation for C, C++, Java and Aad, generated from model-based
design[ILgx].
Rhapsody uses the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.0 for application development
and for collaborating real-time systems in the design. Developers can define the system
requirements, identify necessary objects, their structures and behaviors by using modeling diagrams. Furthermore, developers are able to trace the design requirements with
taking in account the architecture and the elements of the design [RHTUR].
Once the application is built and the code is generated, Rhapsody can animate the running application so that the developer can observe the progress of the UML diagram in
animation version to perform design test and debugging.
The code is generated from platform independent models and runs on the top of supplied
frameworks and the operating system-specific adapters (in case an operating system exists). There are two predefined frameworks: The Object Execution Framework (OXF )
and the Independent Driven Framework (IDF). These frameworks have an existence
of their own and provide services such: tasking services, synchronizing, queuing messages, communication ports and time services. OXF provides these services indirectly
through encapsuling the services of the present operating system in a so called OSAbstract Layer (OSAL). IDF on the other hand, is designed to work in the absence of
operating systems and have these services implemented in it. (See Section 3.3).
3.2.1 How code is generated
The code is automatically generated from class diagrams and statecharts that are graphically created in Rhapsody.
Once a class is drawn and given a name, the user can (graphically) add attributes and
choose their names, types, visibility and initial values.
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Methods in the class can be added in the same way; they can be given names, visibility
levels, arguments and return values. Implementing the methods (i.e. the user’s own C++
code) is done directly through special windows related to each of the created method.
The Methods are classified as : Primitive-Operation, Constructor/Destructor, TriggeredOperation or Reception. The first two types are the ordinary types while the last two are
to define a certain behavior of the class and can be created either as mentioned above
or extracted from statecharts. When such methods are created (by either ways) the containing class will automatically inherit from a predefined class in the framework library
called Reactive class. (See Section 3.3).
Each created class is mapped to a H and a CPP file, having the same name of the class
and containing the definition of attributes, default constructor and destructor, and the
methods and their implementations. Rhapsody adds also methods on it own providing
read- and write-accesses to each created attribute (get-attribute()and set-attribute()). The
methods have the same visibility as the concerned attribute.
Classes can be chosen to be active (a class having its own thread) or reactive(a class
responding to outside events). Both classes can be singletons i.e. there can only exist
one instance of the this class under run-time. These classes are discussed in Section 3.3.
Relation between classes such as: inheritance, aggregation and dependencies are extracted from class diagrams. For example, an inheritance between classes A and B is
translated in the generated code as class B : public A . An aggregation relation
is translated as a class containing a pointer to the class type that it is in relation with.
Statecharts are, as mentioned in Section 3.1.3, used in general to define the behavior
of a reactive class. These UML state machines include hierarchical state and decompositions (i.e. a state can contain a sub-state machine). Transitions with their guards and
actions, as well as the code in each state, can be set by the programmer while drawing
the statechart. The code that provides the behavior defined in the statechart is automatically generated in a method called rootState_dispatchEvent. This method is
called whenever the statechart is to be activated under run-time.
The generated code is framework based (based on OXF or IDF). For example the
code generated for a reactive class includes specific operation signatures and their implementations but the "reactiveness" is obtained by sub-classing the framework class
embodying that functionality.
Note that any changes done in the model (classes, class diagrams and statecharts) or
within the code will dynamically update each other.

3.3 Interrupt Driven Framework
The IDF is a collection of collaborating classes that provides a set of services allowing
a real-time behavior of the Real-time applications, in the absence of operating systems.
The developer can customize the IDF-framework to a particular application by subclassing and composing instances of the framework classes.
The framework consists of a set of fifteen classes having the prefix OM at the beginning
of each class name (except for the class Event). The most important classes are: OM-
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MainThread, OMReactive, OMTimeOutHeap, OMEventQueue, Event and OMTimeOut.

Figure 12: IDF framework class diagram

3.3.1 Active Classes
Active classes are single threaded tasks aimed to do event management. An active class
owns a thread of execution and has an event dispatching as well as timeout scheduling
functionality. Every event consumer (reactive class) must have only one event manager
to manage its events while an event manager (active class) can manage several event
consumers.
In the Bridge Control Panel project all event consumers are associated to a single event
manager (Section 4).
In IDF, active classes are instances of OMMainThread class. This class contains an
executing thread in form av an eternal loop that continually checks a list of scheduled
timeouts and events, reads the current time from the present hardware, and sends the
event/timeout to the related event consumer.
OMMainThread inherits from classes OMThread and OMEventQueue, and uses the services of class OMTimeOutHeap, to be able to do the event dispatching and management.
Class OMEventQueue is a cyclic list, allocated statically with limited capacity and used
to store events that are to be processed according to FIFO algorithm (First In First Out).
The queue provides services such as: queuing an event, getting an event, checking if the
queue is empty/full and returning the number of the present events.
Class OMTimeOutHeap manages all the timeouts by keeping two lists: one free- and
one busy list. As timeouts are allocated or scheduled, they are moved from the free list
to the busy list and when they are unscheduled or expire, they are moved back from
busy to free list. The free list is statically allocated with a defined length (Array of timeouts) and has a pointer that is always pointing to the next free timeout. The busy list
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is linked list of timeouts allocated dynamically and it length changes under run-time.
Upon initiation, elements in the free list are set to point to each other while the busy is
empty.
A software developer can change the behavior of any class via inheritance. For instance, OMMainThread can be adapted to a different event dispatching mechanism by
creating a sub-class, lets say MyOMMainThread, and overriding a number of methods
in MyOMMainThread and/or adding additional event queues. Rhapsody can be told to
use the sub-class MyOMMainThread when generating the code.
3.3.2 Reactive Classes
A Class that reacts to events is called reactive class or event consumer. As mentioned
in the previous section, classes of this type need an event manager to handle their
sent/received events.
In IDF, all reactive classes are inherited from class OMReactive. An instance of subclass of OMReactive accepts/sends an event by invoking the method gen(),which
queues the event in the associated event manager by using queueEvent(). The event
(or a timeout) is consumed when the event manager sends the it destinations by invoking
the method takeEvent().
Usually, event processing is defined by statecharts. When an instance of a reactive
class is created, it is found in a so called none-state at the beginning. The instance enters
its initial state when the method startBehavior() is called. This method kicks off
the behavior of the statechart by invoking rootSate-entDef(), which enters the
instance in its initial state by taking the first default transition. When an event is sent to
the instance the method rootState_dispatchEvent(Section 3.2.1) is called and
the statechart is processed. In IDF, when processing a statechart, the operation can not
be preempted (no other events/timeouts are handled) and the processing continues until
the state machine (statechart) has reached a stable state i.e. a state with no unconditional
transition or where the transition guard is evaluated to false.
It is possible to adapt a reactive class to a different event-consumption behavior (not
using a statechart) by simply overriding the method takeEvent() with the desired
implementation and preventing it from calling rootState_dispatchEvent.

Figure 13: Sequence diagram for sending events between reactive classes
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3.3.3 Events, Timeouts and Other Signals
Reactive classes may have different types of events defined on them. Events correspond
to defined occurrences that affect the behavior of a reactive class in the sense that it
causes it to process the received event. There are three types of events defined in IDF:
• Signal Events: These type of events are asynchronous, do not have return value
are communicated between reactive. In IDF, signal events are represented by class
event. A reactive class may send such events to other reactive classes as well as
to itself. A created signal event must have at least one parameter representing the
destined consumer, which enables a multi-event-consumer manager to sent the
right event to an associated consumer.
• Time Events:They are represented in IDF by the class OMTimeout, which inherits
from the class event, and are referred to as timeouts. They are used to signal that
a specified time has elapsed since a state was entered. When created, a timeout is
handled to the event manager (An instance of OMMainThread in our case), which
schedules it in its OMTimeoutHeap list. The event consumer checks periodically
if a timeout has expired; once a timeout is found, it is injected in the the event list
and sent to the associated destination.
• trigger operations: These are synchronous events that, upon occurrence, are immediately sent to the destination object via the takeTrigger() method. The
trigger operation may happen during a transition from once state to another, which
implies that they are not scheduled by the event manager and the actions upon
them are immediately carried out.

Figure 14: Sequence diagram for scheduling a timeout.

3.3.4 IDF Characteristics
The IDF, being independent from the code generator (Rhapsody), makes it possible to
be used with any real-time application, developed outside Rhapsody and running on
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embedded systems that lack an OS. The framework suffers however from some characteristics that may be regarded as delimitations:
• The extremely high level of dependency between the framework classes themselves prevents the use of only some of these classes with other applications. The
Framework structure is built according to what Rhapsody defines as flat statechart
implementation code generation. This structure increases the performance of applications on the expense of the re-usability of the generated classes. In the flat
mode, generated classes are "tailored" into each other, by their methods, as lines
in a fisherman’s net are.
To give the reader idea about the level of dependency; aside from that fact the
most of the classes are class-instances of other classes (has-relation) and/or are
returned from methods or used as method arguments in those classes; a case was
observed where a parent-class calls a method defined and implemented in its child
class. This implies that the parent class will no longer be able to exist if the child
class is taken away.
• Some objects are statically allocated (e.g event queue and timeout queue) and have
a maximum size that is not allowed to be exceeded, which implies that developers
have to take in consideration a limitation of the number of event/timeouts that can
be allocated at a certain time under run-time.
• In order to save RAM, the maximum allowed number of consecutive null transitions in a statechart is reduced from 100 to 7. (compared to the OXF).
• It is not possible to use the animation and tracing features provided by Rhapsody
when the IDF is used. All models can however be animated when using the OXF.
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4 The Bridge Control Panel Project and the
Related Technologies
The Bridge Control Panel project was conducted by CCS systems in Västerås. It was
about developing hardware and software for a bridge panel in a Rolls Royce marine
vessel. The panel itself is a component in a so called "Rolls Royce (RR) Marin’s system
common controls" and is built according to certain requirements given by Rolls Royce.
The product was developed according to CCS’s regular developing process while tested
and verified according to the ICE 60945-2002 standard. The verification and the environmental tests of the project were the subject of another thesis done, in parallel to this
one, by the MDH student Sayed Abbas Ali[SAA07]. The RR Marin system common
control as well as the CCS developing process are outside the context of this paper.

4.1 The Bridge Panel Control System
The control panel is a node plugged on a CANopen-network and, as mentioned earlier, a
component in a bigger control system. The panel is a redundant system (as safety in critical systems implies), consisting of two zones: zone1 and zone2. Each zone contains
one component called I-Module and up to 14 components called B- or B1-Modules.
the I-Module is equipped with an AT90CAN128-avr CPU, while B/B1-Modules have
ATmega644-avr CPUs. All modules have leds to represent the current state of the control system and buttons to affect/change this state. Communication between components
in a zone takes place via a LIN-network, where the I-Module is the master node and is
mainly responsible for processing information from/to CANopen- and LIN-networks.
The I-Module is also responsible for communication between zones (See picture 15).

Figure 15: The Bridge Panel architecture

4.2 The Software Characteristics
The panel is a Real-time distributed system where code is generated by the model based
generation tool Rhapsody (See Section 3.2). No operating system of any kind is present
and the under-layer on which the code runs is the IDF (Section 3.3). Our point of interest
in this research lies in the part concerning the I-Module component. The software for
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this component can be divided in: The initiation part that executes on system’s start-up
only and the execution part where tasks are repeatedly executed while the system is on.
The execution part includes: zone synchronization, data update, sending and receiving
information to/from B/B1 Modules etc. Fault and Error-handling are not discussed in
this paper.
The examined code consisted of:
• 5 external C files with their Header files
• 43 classes were involved (Including IDF’s)
• 29 level-one inheritance (base class –> under class)
• 1 level-two inheritance (base class –> under class –> under under class)
• 1 multiple inheritance (a class inherits from two base classes)
• Virtual functions that are overridden in underclasses
• presence of nestled for loops
• presence of While loops
• presence of Eternal loops
• presence of Switch-case
• presence of nestled Switch-case
• More than 1086 methods and functions were implemented

4.3 CANopen Protocol Overview
CANopen is a CAN-based high layer protocol, developed as a standardized embedded
network with highly flexible capabilities[CANop]. CANopen is used in a wide variety
of products today, such as, public transport, maritime electronic, medical equipments,
vehicles, etc.
CANopen communication profiles were originally developed in an EEC ESPRIT
project in Bosch, based on the CAN Application Layer (CAL) protocol. In 1995, it
was handed over to the CAN in Automation group (CiA). CiA members developed
additional standardized profiles for devices, interface and application, to increase the
network flexibility. Some of these profiles are: the application layer and communication profile (CiA DS), cables and connector recommendations (CiA 301-1), framework
for programmable device (CiA 302), SI units and prefix representations (CiA 302-2),
I/O modules profile(CiA 401), measuring devices and closed loop controller (CiA 404).
The application and the communication profiles are implemented in software while the
Data Link Layer and the physical layer are implemented in hardware (The ISO 11898
standard specifies the hardware layer).
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CANopen device profiles simplify for system designers the task of integrating and
plugging a wide variety of devices to the CANopen system network, without the need
for writing specialized software for networking each device. On the other hand manufacturers of devices are to standardize their devices to conform to specification guidelines specified in CANopen device profiles. These profiles are implemented in a standardized Object dictionary database sheet consisting of a number of entries that are used
to store information about the object(device). The Object dictionary helps a master node
(application) to get information about object’s functionality and its data types and size,
as well as to configure it and control it.
The communication profile defines services in CANopen allowing a master node to
check and maintain the network, as well as to control the operational state of each
connected slave node (device) and manipulate its CAN identifiers.
Note that at least one master node has to be present and a total of 127 nodes can be
connected to a CANopen network system
4.3.1 Device Modeling and Object Dictionary
Any CANopen device(node) can be represented as a generic device connected from one
side to the CAN and from the other side to the application specific I/O data. The application managing the I/O is provided by the manufacturers and represents the source
of knowledge for CAN about the device. Each CANopen device has its unique object
dictionary that serves as an interface between the CAN and the application managing
the I/O data as well as the configuration parameters of the device. The object dictionary
provide access to all data types used in the device, all communication parameters (parameters to configure the way the device communicates) and to the application data and
configuration parameters.
In order to gain access to the object dictionary, each CANopen device has to realize a
CANopen protocol stack[CANop]. The protocol stack is implemented in software, on
the same controller that is used by the application software. It consists of two communication mode; Process DATA Object and Service DATA Object, and offers functionality
for Error Control and Network Management. The communication modes and functionalities are briefly described in the four sub-sections that follows.

Figure 16: The CANopen device generic model and the Object dictionary representation
[CANop])
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4.3.2 Process Data Object (PDO)
This communication mode is used to transmit the application data. It is mainly used to
transfer real-time and thus has higher priority then other communication mode on CAN.
PDOs are sent by only one node, but may be received by more than one. Each PDO has
its unique identifier and is mapped to a CAN-frame, having a maximum of 8-bytes wide
data field. PDO transmissions can be initiated in asynchronous and synchronous ways.
The asynchronous transmission of PDO can be triggered either by:
• An application-specific event: A node transmits a PDO due to an internal event
specified in its the device profile (ex. on changes in its internal state)
• A remote request: A device causes a PDO transmission by sending a remote
request to another device.
The synchronous PDO transmission is initiated when a node broadcasts a SYNC message causing other node to transmit PDOs simultaneously. A SYNC messages consists
only of an identifier (CAN-header with default value of 128) with no data, and is either
sent periodically or as remote request.
Synchronous PDOs can take place in cyclic and acyclic transmissions:
• Cyclic transmission: In this mode a node, sends a PDO whenever a SYNC message is broad-casted. In case of periodically broad-casted SYNCs, a node may
transmit a POD on each next SYNC or on every Nth SYNC; that depends on the
SYNC-rate the node listens to (rates are from 1 to 240).
• Acyclic transmission: In this mode, synchronous PDOs are also triggered on
SYNC message arrivals, however a POD is only on a defined application-specific
event. In other words, an event happens on a device and a PDO is sent once a
SYNC message has been received. No new PDO-transmission takes place on the
next SYNC if no specified event happened.
Synchronous transmission mode is one of CANopen’s most powerful features.
4.3.3 Service Data Object (SDO)
SDO mode is a direct device-to-device communication. It is mainly used to configure
devices on CANopen network by accessing their configuration parameters resident in
their object dictionaries. As a matter of fact SDOs can access all devices parameters by
reading and/or writing to entries in object dictionaries.
SDO messages allow the transmission of data of any size (unlike PDOs that allow a
maximum of 8 bytes). The first byte in the first segment contains the necessary flow
control information[CANop], the next three bytes contain a 16-bit addressing index and
an 8-bits sub-index, used to address the parameters subject to configuration, and the
last four bytes are used for user data. The next segment, as well as the segments that
follows, reserve the first byte for controls (same as CAN identifier) and spares the last
seven bytes for user data.
SDOs are low priority and asynchronous peer to peer messages where a confirmation is
always required from the receiver.
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4.3.4 Network Management (NMT)
Network Management (MNT) is used to control the communication on CANopen network and the operating state of the connected devices(nodes). MNT services include
objects such as: Boot-up Message, MNT-message, Heartbeat protocol, Emergency message and Time stamp message. Each of these objects is introduced below:
• Boot-up message: In each slave node(device) there is a state machine consisting
of four states: Initialization state, Pre-operational state, Operational state, and
Prepared(Stopped) state. Upon power-up (and after reboot or recovery), a slave
node starts at Initialization state (reads configuration and initiates the I/Os, etc.)
then switches automatically to Pre-operational state. When this is done it sends a
boot-up massage to the master-node indicating that it reached the pre-operational
state. A boot-up message frame consists of an identifier (CAN Header) and a
1-byte data field storing the value of zero.
• MNT message: It is a Master-to-Slave message. This message allows the masternode to manipulate the current working state of the slave-nodes. MNT message
are mapped to CAN-frames with an identifier equal to zero and a length of 2bytes for data. The first byte contains the command specification (CS) 3 and in
the second byte the ID-node of the target slave-node. In case zero is stored in the
second byte, all slave nodes has to comply to the message.
• Heartbeat protocol: Is an error control mechanism consisting of messages sent
periodically by nodes on the network to one or several other nodes indicating the
presence of the sender-nodes. The heartbeat message is very similar to a boot-up
message, however, its data field (1-byte long) contains the ID-node of the sender.
There exists another old error control mechanism called Node and Life Guarding
Protocol. In Node and Life Guarding protocol, a master-node sends a message to
a slave-node, consting of only a CAN-header (with no data fields) which contains
the ID of the target node. A slave node replies with an other message having a
CAN-header containing its ID and a 1-byte data field containing its current state.
• Emergency error message (Emcy): On the occurrence of an internal error in a
node, it sends an emergency message to one or several other nodes indicating
the presence of error. There are many emergency error messages defined in
CANopen. This message are mapped to CAN-frames with 8-byte long data field.
The reaction of the receiver of such messages is application specific for each node.
• Time stamp message: is common time reference message provided to application
device[CANop] and containing the value of the type Time-of-Day. This message
is mapped to a CAN-frame having a identifier equal to 256 and a data field of
6-bytes length.
Observe that when a node is initiating (Initialization state) no transmission is allowed. PDO-transmission is allowed only when a node is in Operational state, SDOtransmission is allowed in Pre-operational and Operational state, and MNT-message are
allowed in all states(except for Initialization).
3 CS

is a hex-number representing the next state a node master forces a node slave to switch to.
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4.4 LIN- Network Protocol Overview
The Local Interconnect Network (LIN) is a low cost network used in products where
the need for safety and speed in communication is not as high as in products employing
the CAN network. The LIN concept was developed by teh LIN consortium in 1999
where big names were present, such as: Audi, BMW, Volvo, Chrysler, Motorola and
VCT [Byh05].
The specifications of the LIN protocol (driver/receiver) follows the ISO 9141 standard
with the intention to achieve compatibility between any two LIN implementations, all
the way from the API down to the physical layer.
The LIN standard was updated twice in 2002 resulting in the LIN 1.2 and LIN 1.3
standards; the physical layer was changed to improve the compatibility between nodes.
In 2003, a new LIN 2.0 was released; this version was considered as a "superset" of
LIN 3.0, where the specification was completely reworked and areas where problems
had been found was handled[LIN03].
The first LIN-network was used in a Mercedes SL Roadster in 2001. Today LIN is
embedded in almost every car.
4.4.1 The LIN Architecture
LIN has a relatively simple architecture compared with CAN. This architecture represents a cluster containing one master-node and up to fifteen slave-nodes. This cluster
can be easily plugged into a CAN-network(See Figure 17).
The master-node responsible for communication over the network and contains a master task and slave tasks. The communication on the LIN bus is always initiated by the
master node by sending a header to a slave-node. The slave-node, which contains only
a slave task, starts the transmission as a response to the master’s request.
The LIN bus is designed to operate at low speed not able to exceed 20kbps, which makes
it, in addition to its low cost, a suitable solutions for less safety critical tasks (e.g., luxury
functions in modern cars).

Figure 17: The LIN Architecture
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4.4.2 Communication via schedule table
The master task in the master-node transmits frame headers based on a schedule table.
The identifier for each header as well as the time interval between the start of consecutive frames (inter-frame space) are decided by the schedule table in the master task. This
strategy assures that the bus will never be overloaded, thus no frame will be lost, and
guarantees a deterministic behavior because all transitions are initiated by the master. It
is the responsibility of the master to make sure that all frames are given enough time to
be transferred.
The slave task is responsible for transmitting the frame when the node is a sender, and
for receiving the frame when the node is a receiver.
4.4.3 Frame Structure and Frame Types
Frames are entities transferred on the LIN bus. A frame is constructed in general of a
header and a response part separated with time space. The header consists of a break
field, a synchronization field and an identifier field. The break field is always generated
by the master task in the master node and is used to signal the beginning of a new frame.
It consists of 1 dominant start bit followed by 12 other dominant bits and 1 delimiter
bit. The synchronization field is a byte containing the value 0x55. A slave task should
always be able to detect the break and the synchronizations of symbol sequence. When
this is done the processing of the new frame commences. The identifier field is 8-bit in
length; bits 0 to 5 represent the identifier (can have values between 0 to 63) while bits 6
and 7 sets the parity.
The response part is an 8-bytes long frame able to carry data with different length. Data
in a frame is sent according to the little endian order i.e. the LSB is sent first while the
MSB is sent last.
A frame slot is defined as frame, the checksum and the inter-frame space.
There are four type of predefined frames that can be sent on a LIN:
• Unconditional frames: These frames are of standard type that carry signals. When
master task processes a header of an unconditional frame slot, the publisher (slave
task) must always provide a response. Identifiers of unconditional frames range
from 0 to 59.
• Event-triggered frames: These frames are used to allow multiple slaves to respond
on a single event without the need to assign too much of the bus bandwidth to
the polling of multiple slaves. Event-triggered frames can carry data of one or
more unconditional frames. If more than one unconditional frame are associated
with same event-triggered frame, they must have the same length and the same
checksum. Identifiers of event triggered frames range is 0 to 59.
• Sporadic frames: These frames allow a dynamic behavior on LIN without loosing
the determinism in the schedule table. A header of a sporadic frame is sent only
if the master task knows that a signal in the frame has been updated. Identifiers of
this frame type are also between 0 to 59.
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• Diagnostic frames: They are always 8-bytes long and carry diagnostic or configuration data. A master request frame has 60 as identifier value while the slave
response has the identifier of value 61.
• User-defined frames: Their identifier is 62. These frames can carry any type of
data.
4.4.4 Signals in LIN
Signals are transmitted between nodes in a LIN cluster packed within frames. A signal
is always written by one node in a cluster but zero to n nodes can subscribe to it.
Signals are either inputs or outputs and a can be either a scalar value from one to sixteen
bits long, or an array of bytes, from 1 to 8 bytes. A 1-bit signal is considered as boolean
while a 2- to 16-bits signal is regarded as unsigned integer. In a signal-array each byte
is mapped as a byte in a frame and bits is each byte are stored according to the little
endian order.
Reading and writing a scalar is an atomic operation, i.e., a node should not send or
receive a signal that is partly updated.
Each signal is described in the LIN description file (LDF-file)4 by its name, size, initial
value, source and destination nodes.

4.5 Atmel-AVR Processors Overview
The AVR-processors is a family of micro-controllers, manufactured by Atmel company.
AVR-processors are equipped with all "thinkable" functions, which makes them attractive for constructing small and big control-systems[MKPT].
The AVR-family shares a common basic architecture and an almost similar instruction
set (smaller chips lack some instructions that can be found on bigger ships such as:
multiplication etc.). This implies two things: for the first, the code written for one processor can be ported to all others with only very few modifications (if needed), for the
second, a programmer does not need to learn a new assembly each time a new (or different) AVR-processor is used. In addition to common architecture and a very similar
instruction set, all AVR-cores are equipped with flash programmable memory able to be
reprogrammed thousands of times.
The vast majority of processors has SRAMs and EEPROMs as well. There exist also
processors-models with built-in AD/DA-converters, UART-circuits, timers, counters
and PWM modulators, etc.
4.5.1 AVR-Processor Core
The AVR core is an 8-bit RISC-CPU, built according to the Harvard-model (separate
memories for instructions and data) with a 2-stage pipeline: Fetch and Execute separated; with one clock cycle. The size of the program and data addresses depends on the
processor model. A program address is 16 or 22 bits. A data address is 8, 16 or 24 bits
4 The

LDF-file is a file containing all communication parameters of a LIN network and is used as input
for the application program as well as for the LIN management application
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[TAA01].
Integer addition, subtraction and multiplication are supported by hardware. On the other
hand, hardware support for division and floating point operations is not available on
AVR-core.
Integer operands are 8- or 16-bits long while the Load- and Store-operations operate
on 1-byte(8-bits) only. Data memory is addressed 1-byte at a time. Operations on
data elements with multiple-bytes in length demand multiple accesses to Data-memory.
Whether data is stored according to big-endian or small-endian forms is not a hardwaredefined feature but left for the used compiler to decide. There is however, a storing order
for the memory areas to which I/O:s are mapped (see Section 4.5.2). These areas contain I/O spaces of 16-bit size, whose storing form is defined by the hardware. Another
feature is that data can not be bitwise-manipulated while in Data-memory, it has to be
loaded to registers instead (expect for I/O spaces).
Most of AVR instructions are 16-bit wide, a few are 32-bit wide. When fetching
instructions, the program memory is addressed using a 16-bit word (or 22-bit) and the
program counter is incremented with 16-bit (or 22-bit) address after each fetch. Most
instructions execute in a single clock-cycle.
Despite that the core is a RISC type, the rich set of instructions makes it easier for the
programmer to write assembly code. In addition the architecture is adapted to code
written in the C-language, which makes the processors even more attractive to system
designers.
4.5.2 Registers, I/O And Memory Mappings
AVR-processors are equipped with 32x8-bit general purpose registers, ranging from r1
to r31 and are used to store data fetched from memory or processed by the ALU. These
registers are also mapped to the Data-memory address space starting from address 0x00
to 0x1F. This implies that these registers allow the indirect addressing (i.e. accessing
r23 is similar to accessing the content of memory address 0x17). Some registers can
be combined together to allow operations on 16-bit data, via instructions defined in
the instruction set (the limitation on the used registers is imposed by the instructions’
operands). Notice that the lower byte is always an even address, this means that the
AVR-architecture uses little endian form to store data at this point (the LSB-byte is
stored in lower address then the MSB-byte). The last six registers (r26 to r31) may
be used as pairs via special pointers, where each pair represents a 16-bit data register
employed to store addresses of size words and which can be accessed as a word as well
as one byte at a time. The 16-bit pointers are X = r27:r26, Y = r29:r28 (usually used
to store function parameters on Data-stack) and Z = r31:r30 (usually used to fetch data
constants from program memory). They can be optionally incremented or decremented(
displacement) via special instructions. Other registers are the program pointer PC (mentioned above), the status register SREG and the stack pointer SP.
SREG contains the conventional condition flags (Z = Zero, N = negative, C = carry,
V = overflow) and the flags T, S and H. The T flag can be loaded and stored from or to
a specific bit in a specific general register. The flag S is a signed comparison which is
defined to be the XOR of N and V. Finally, the flag H (Half-carry) is for use in Binary
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Figure 18: A Block digram for the AVR architecture[MKPT].

Coded Decimal arithmetic.
SP is a 16-bit wide register that can be used to store temporary data, local variables and
return addresses. The stack pointer can be accessed as an 8-bits as well as a 16-bits
register, using SPH (Higher byte), SPL (Lower byte) or simply SP. For example: when
data is pushed on the stack then SP is incremented with 8-bits while when returning
from a sub-routine, it is decremented with 16-bits.
The stack pointer and the status register are regarded as I/O registers in the AVRarchitecture. There are additional registers used for I/O purposes such as: ports, timers,
PWM-channel as well as other model-dependent ones. These I/O:s are mapped to Datamemory spaces starting from 0x20 on Data address-map and from 0x00 on I/O address
map (e.g. PortB can be accessed by name, via the I/O address 0x18 or at address 0x37
via absolute addressing). I/O registers are either 8-bit registers (e.g. ports) or 16-bit
registers (timers). These registers allow bit-manipulation; for instance, a port can be set
as IN or OUT by manipulating bit7, bit6 and bit3.
The number of I/O registers that can be found in a processor is model-dependent.
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4.5.3 The Atmel AT90CAN128
AT90CAN128 is a low-power CMOS 8-bit processor, with typical AVR-architecture.
Like most micro-controllers, all general purpose registers are directly connected to the
ALU, allowing two independent registers to be accessed in one single instruction.
The main features of AT90CAN128 are:
• A set of 133 instructions, most execute in one clock-cycle.
• 32 x 8 bits general purpose registers.
• Up to 16 MIPS throughputs at 16 MHz.
• On-chip 2-cycle multiplier.
• Ability to program on-chip bootable programs.
• Flash Memory of size 128 KB (64 k- words); programmable up to 10.000 times.
• EEPROM - 4KB; programmable up to 50.000 times.
• Internal SRAM-4KB.
• JTAG-Interface allowing the programming of Flash and EEPROM.
• Two 8-bit Timer/Counters and two 16-bit Timer/Counter with Separate Prescaler,
Compare Mode.
• Real Time Counter with Separate Oscillator.
• Programmable Watchdog Timer with Separate On-chip Oscillator.
• Two Programmable Serial USART and one Master/Slave SPI Serial Interfaces.
• Two Serial Interfaces; can be bitwise manipulated.
• CAN Controller - 15 full Message Objects with separate identifier tags and masks.
Transmit, Receive, at maximum 1Mbits/s.
• Eight individual PWM Channels - 8-channel, 10-bit ADC.
• On-chip Analog Comparator.
• External and Internal Interrupt Sources - Interrupt and Wake-up on Pin Change.
• 53 Programmable I/O Lines.
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4.5.4 The Atmel ATMega644
ATMega644 is very similar to AT90CAN128, but it is a little bit less powerful. Some of
the features found in ATMega644 are:
• A set of 131 instructions, most executes in one clock-cycle.
• 32 x 8 bits general purpose registers .
• Up to 16 MIPS throughputs at 16 MHz.
• On-chip 2-cycle multiplier.
• Ability to program on-chip bootable programs.
• Flash Memory of size 64 KB (32 k- words); programmable up to 10.000 times.
• EEPROM - 2KB; programmable up to 50.000 times.
• Internal SRAM-4KB.
• JTAG-Interface allowing the programming of Flash and EEPROM.
• Two 8-bit Timer/Counters and one 16-bit Timer/Counter with Separate Prescaler,
Compare Mode.
• Real Time Counter with Separate Oscillator.
• Programmable Watchdog Timer with Separate On-chip Oscillator.
• Two Programmable Serial USART and one Master/Slave SPI Serial Interface.
• Two Serial Interfaces; can be bitwise manipulated.
• Six individual PWM Channels - 8-channel, 10-bit ADC.
• On-chip Analog Comparator.
• External and Internal Interrupt Sources - Interrupt and Wake-up on Pin Change.
• 32 Programmable I/O Lines.

4.6 The AVR-IAR Compiler Overview
In this section, only issues concerning the C++ language features which are related to
the static WCET analysis, are briefly discussed.
The version that was used to compile the BP-project was the IAR C/EC++ compiler.
This version enables compiling applications written in C, C++ and assembly languages.
Each of the supported languages can be compiled using the strict mode, which adheres to the standard, or the relaxed mode, that allows some deviations from this
standard[IARC]. In the AVR-IAR compiler, the standard for C++ is defined to support features such:
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• inheritance from user defined classes that incorporates data structures and behavior.
• Polymorphism; ability to use virtual functions.
• Overloading of operators and function names.
• The use of new and delete operators (safe memory management)
• function inlining.
When using the relaxed mode, the standard is expanded to include features such: Templates, Namespaces, use of cast-operators (static-, const- and reinterpret-cast), multiple
inheritance and virtual inheritance (abstract class).
The compiler provides two function-call protocols: Version 1- also called ICCA90
and the New Version, which is the default version. Both protocols use the same of
preserved and volatile AVR-CPU registers to store variables and use the processor’s
stack (SP) to store the return address from subroutines. Furthermore, both protocols
use the same auxiliary software stack (Y), but they differ in the algorithms used to store
parameters on the software stack[TAA01]
The present linker, the IAR XLINK, enables productions of output formats according
to user specifications. The user may also choose the output with debug information.
The generated program-executable object format which is used by the Bound-T AVRversion is the Universal Binary Relocatable Object Format (UBROF).
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5 Problem Description and Solution Methods
In this section, we will discuss the problem of extracting a WCET on CCS’s code (Section 1.2) in more details and explain some of the difficulties that may be confronted
while conducting the WCET analysis. Finally we will describe the methods and the
work-arounds that have been used, to overcome this difficulties.
By conduction the analysis and delivering results (being either positive or negative), all
the purposes mentioned in Section 1.2 will be fulfilled.

5.1 The problem
The piece of C++ code to be analyzed consists of a loop, referred to as the mainexecution loop, found in the I-Module component and has a time constraint of 80ms per
iteration. The I-Module component is the master node in the LIN-network and represents the "balk" of the software application in the RR-bridge-panel-control project. The
code for the I-Module is generated from a statechart consisting of three main-states:
The Init-state, the Connect-State and the Running-state. In the Init-state, all the bridge
panel components are initiated (including the I-Module) while in the Connect-state, the
connection with all the present B-Modules is established. The Running-state contains
the main-execution loop that is the subject of our analysis.
After initiating and establishing all connections, the system moves to the Running-state
and remains there until an error has occurred or the system has been turned off. The
main-execution loop is a substatechart nested in the Running-state and consisting of two
states: The UpdateData-state and the ExecuteMain-state. The UpdateData-state is used
for exchanging information between the RR-bridge panel and other system components
plugged on the CAN-Network. The ExcuteMain-state contains an inner substatechart (a
sub-substatechart, if looked at from the external statechart) where a number of activities
are running, such as: Synchronization between the two zones via a serial communication bus, comparing CAN informations between the two zones, reading status from
all B-modules via a LIN-bus, comparing informations received from all B-Modules
between the two Zones and sending new status to all B-Modules . Each of these activities lies in its own substatechart (sub-sub-substatechart, if looked at from the external
statechart) and form at the same time, the states of the substatechart contained in the
ExcuteMain-state. These states (activities) are grouped as follows:
• Sync-State: It contains the "synchronization between the two zones" substatechart.
• CANInfo-State: It contains the "comparing CAN informations between zones"
substatechart. This substatechart runs in parallel with the substatechart found in
GetStatus-state, where both have a time constraint of 56ms.
• GetStatus-state: It contains the "reading status from all B-modules" substatechart.
It shares the time constraint with the precedent substatechart.
• BTNInfo-state: It contains the "comparing informations from all B-Modules" substatechart. This substatechart runs in parallel with the substatechart in SetIO-state,
where both has a time constraint of 17ms.
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• SetIO-state: It contains the "reading status from all B-modules" substatechart. It
shares the time constraint with the precedent substatechart.
There are also two additional states. The first is the Sync1-state which serves as joint between the CANInfo- and GetStatus-states from one side, and the BTNInfo- and SetIOstate from the other. The second is the Sync2-state and serves as an exit-state from
the inner substatechart in the ExecuteMain-state to the outer substatechart where the
ExecuteMain-state is a state in.
The presence of the two timeouts drawn on the farthest in substatecharts as mentioned
above, reduces the range of the analysis and restricts it to the code that lies outside of
these timeouts. After excluding the two timeouts, the remaining code is found in the
UpdataData-state and in the substatecharts found in the states: Sync, Sync1 and Sync2.
The new obtained time constraint will be 80-56-17 = 7ms.
Observe that the WCET analysis is to be done on the code running on CPU in a single
Zone.
Before exposing the methods used to conduct the WCET analysis, it is important to
describe how statecharts are implemented and how they are invoked from the eventmanager in the IDF. Explaining these issues will give the reader a better understanding
of the solution methods.
5.1.1 Statecharts Implementation and Execution
The I-Module is one of many class instances that inherits from the OMreactive baseclass. Each of these instances has it own statechart(s) where some are running in parallel
to others. All OMReactive instances share one single-threaded event-manager which is
an instance of the singleton class "OMMainThread" (see Section 3.3). Since no operating system is present and since the event-manager is the only instance that is allowed
to have a thread, the main-execution loop is not actually implemented as an eternal
loop in I-Module. Instead, it is implemented in form a method calling each other in
a cyclic and complex way, to be able to simulate a real loop behavior. Some of the
methods are implemented in the event-manager while others are implemented directly
in I-Module or inherited from the OMReactive class. The methods implemented (generated) in the I-Module are mostly to define the behavior of the component. The loopsimulation behavior, on the other hand, is controlled by found methods in OMReactive
bas-class and the event-manager class. We can mention in particular the method OMMainThread::schedule(), which contains the actual eternal loop and where all eventscheduling and dispatching are done.
As mentioned earlier, the code for a statechart is generated in the method rootState_dispatchEvent. This method consists of a switch-case statement representing all
the states in a statechart. In a particular case all actions related to the represented state
are implemented along with conditionals (ex. if-else statements). These conditionals
decide which next-state to move to and whether the transition will be directly taken or
upon the next occurring-event. The new state is set by manipulating the index-key of
the switch-case statement from within the current state.
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After the system has been started and all initiations are done, the systems comes to
schedule() where it remains doing the scheduling and the dispatching until the system is turned off or a run-time error occurs. When an event occurs, the method rootState_dispatchEvent is indirectly invoked from the method schedule. In fact, the method
schedule() calls the method takeEvent (defined and implemented in the OMReactive
class) which calls in its turn the method rootState_dispatchEvent along with an other
local method called runToComplition. The later employs a conditional while-loop from
which the method rootState_dispatchEvent is repeatedly called, as long as the condition
is evaluated as TRUE.
Each call to the method rootState_dispatchEvent corresponds to one transition and one
state execution. The result of the condition-evaluation in the while-loop decides how
many transitions to be made and how many states to be executed before returning to the
method schedule again. The conditional in the while-loop compares the value of a 16bits variable, called omrStatus, which can be manipulated from within any (currently)
executing state. The while-loop can be forced to terminate by returning the predefined
value "eventNotConsumed" (equal 0). Before returning this value, an event has to be
scheduled if the statechart is to run again.
The methods that manipulates the conditional-value in the while-loop, as well as the
return value that forces the while-loop to terminate are automatically generated and
employed by Rhapsody.
The code for the statechart in the I-Module is generated (and it is invoked) according
to the same concept described above. The method rootState_dispatchEvent however,
has a far more complex structure which is due to the presence of a number of statecharts
nested in one another. In the switch-case statement, each case can represent either a substatechart, a sub-substatechart. a sub-sub-substatechart or simply a state in a statechart.
The cases representing the (sub-)statecharts contain a call to a local event-dispatching
method (similar to rootState_dispatchEvent) relating to the represented substatechart
and defining its behavior. As the matter of fact, the behaviors of the substatecharts
are not always defined in these event-dispatching methods, but also through a chain of
method-calls invoked from these methods. The chain of calls is an execution-path that
is drawn, depending on the state that is currently executing and what task does it do.
In each execution-path the next state is decided by comparing the conditionals in the
methods found on the path and by manipulating the index-keys of the switch-case statements in the method rootState_dispatchEvent as well as in the nestled event-dispatching
methods. The number of index-keys is equal to the level of depth the currently executing substatechart lies in. (e.g., if the substatechart in Sync-state is executing, the level
of depth will be equal to four, and so will be the number of index-keys).
No matter how complex the implementation of a statechart is or what behavior it can
have, there is one fact that remains always true: Upon each transition from one state
to another or from a statechart to substatechar (and vis versa); a call to the method
rootState_dispatchEvent has to be done. A solution-method for the problem described
above, has been developed based on this fact.
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5.2 Solution Method: Divide and Conquer
It is unclear if the statechart in the main-execution loop executes completely before
giving up the CPU to the event-manager, or if it exits somewhere in the middle of its execution while still in a particular state (or substate), and from which it carries on when
invoked again. Depending on whether or not the loop completes it execution; different execution-paths are chosen during the analysis. In addition, if the later case is true
then it would be necessary to known which other components execute and until what
time, before the main-execution loop grabs the CPU again. This implies that we need to
compute the WCET of all the other OMreactive components and do a task-scheduling
in order to prove that the loop fulfills its time constraints. Task-scheduling lies outside
the analysis conducted in this research and our work is restricted to the piece of code
specified in the main-execution loop.
Rhapsody generates the code for a statechart according to a general standard-model that
guarantees both behaviors (preemptive and none-preemptive execution). In the mainexecution loop, each method has a conditional-statements (if-statement) that may return
the value "eventNotConsumed". In some of these methods, the value of omrStatus is
be increased/decreased. The value stored in the variable omrStatus is totally controlled
by Rhapsody, which makes such decisions relying on to the given statecharts-model for
which the code is generated.
The program developer himself is uncertain if the main-execution loop runs to completion or not. This is a natural consequence of using module-based tools such as Rhapsody, where the code is generated from UML modules and the programmer considers
that it is unnecessary to know every detail about the generated parts of C++ code.
For all these reasons, the work was carried out with the assumption that the loop will
run to its completion before returning.
The solution strategy is built on dividing the main-execution loop into states and
transitions, and extracting a WCET for each of them apart. The WCET for a particular
statechart is obtained by summing the WCETs of all its states and all its transitions.
The WCET on the main-execution loop is obtained by summing the WCETs of the total
number of present states and transitions, including the entry- and the exit-transitions.
The transitions can be of two types, depending on whether the main loop can be preempted or not. In the case of preemption, the main-execution loop returns while still
in some state (or sub-state); the transition to the next state (or sub-state) after the preemption will be the chain of method-calls starting from the method schedule, through
the method takeEvent that calls the method rootState_dispatchEvent one time, before it
calls the method runToCompletion. This transition type will not be considered.
In the second case (complete execution), all the transitions between states starts by one
call to the method rootState_dispatchEvent from within the while-loop in the method
runToCompletion (i.e a call from one loop iteration). The transition will be adopted and
will be referred to as the none-preemption transition in the rest of this document.
A transition, as mentioned in Section: 3.1.3, can have actions on state-entry and stateexit, and actions taken while the transition is being taken. In the main-execution loop,
the action on state-entries and state-exits are implemented as call(s) to method(s) done
from within the current state from/to which the transition is taken. The actions taken dur-
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ing a transition are implemented in methods on their own (as one method or as a chain
of method-calls), which are represented in independent cases in the method rootStatedospatchEvent. Invoking these methods is done in the same way as for any another
state. Thus the solution strategy still holds for such cases also.
Note that the WCETs that are of interest in this research are the ones obtained when
the main-execution loop runs free of errors. This implies that some manual interventions, in form of bound-T assertions, are needed in the analysis and that to draw the
execution paths where no error conditionals are evaluated to be TRUE. As a matter of
fact, assertions will be also used to isolate the states and the transitions in order to analyze then independently.
The types of the used assertions would be the ones that: prevent a method from being
called, set a bound on the number of times a method can be called, assign a method a
particular WCET, assign a target for a dynamic jump and set a bound on the number of
times a loop can iterate, etc. (Refer to Bound-T manual [HLSb] for more informations
about the available assertions types).
Usually, diving an execution path (a chain of method-calls) into smaller parts and
analyzing each path aside, has a disadvantage in the Static WCET analysis in general.
The WCET-tool needed to known the value(s) of the parameter(s) that were set when
the method was called, to be able to automatically (i.e. without assertions) compute the
WCET of the method.
Despite this fact, The solution strategy is found suitable for many reasons:
• All the methods invoked from rootState_dispatchEvent, has only one argument,
which is an instance of the class event. The method checks the type of the event,
which is stored in a 16-bit instance variable called lLd, in order to decide which
execution path should be taken. Bound-T is not yet able to "track" the values of
variables contained in structures such as: class-, struct-, and enum-types. Thus,
in either ways Bound-T will not be able to automatically compute a WCET and
assertions will still be needed.
• Since all execution-paths start and return to the method rootState_dispatchEvent
after executing, the WCETs obtained from analyzing the execution-paths that are
similar in both preemptive and none-preemptive executions will be valid, even
when doing a task-scheduling.
• It was impossible to to analyze the main-execution loop as one execution path, because it of the presence a complex circular execution-paths, defined in Bound-T
manual as cyclic-recursions. A cyclic recursion occurs when a particular method
calls itself several times, in an indirect way, through a chain of method-calls that is
invoked from this method. Bound-T does not currently provide assertions for handling recursion depth. Recursive code can however be analyzed by some workaround where assertions are used to break call-paths and hide method-calls. Due
to the complexity of the code structure, it was impossible to write assertions on
such methods because, in most cases, these methods were found on many recursive paths, each having a different recursion-depth which implies the need of
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different assertions on the same method. Bound-T, terminates the analysis if ambiguous assertion are detected.
Furthermore, in some case, a particular methods, loop or variable, demands different (even contradictory) assertions at different points in time during the execution.
Again, Bound-T terminates the analysis if a contradiction in assertions is detected.
Before we go any further in presenting the solution and results, its should be noted
that the method runToCompletion can be indirectly invoked from another method called
takeTrigger, defined in the OMReactive bas-class. This strategy is used when the programmer wants a particular component to immediately react on an event when it occurs,
without the need to schedule the event. When takeTrigge is called, the statechart of the
event-receiver is invoked from within the statechart of the event-sender. This can be
done in both cases: preempted and none preempted execution. When such case are
encountered, they will be treated as part of the none-preemption execution.
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6 Solution and Results
Is this section, we will present the solutions for the WCET analysis conducted on: the
(none-preemption) transition, and the state: Sync, Sync1, Sync2 and UpdateData. The
assertions used for WCET analysis of the none-preemption transition will be displayed
and explained. Only interesting assertions used for the analysis of the four states, or
assertions related to IDF will be exposed. The code in the I-Module component is the
property of CCS and a special care was taken during this work to not to expose it.
A summery of Bound-T’s new functionalities that developed during this research will
presented. at the end of this chapter.
The used Bound-T commands will be similar to following form:
boundt_avr -at90can128 -trace decode -trace calls
-dot_dir -draw cond -draw decode -draw count -draw address
-assert asseretion-file.bta IModule.d90
"Class|methode"
Most of the options in the command above were explained in Section 2.4, with exception
to -draw cond, decode and count. The first option tells bound-T to show the values of the
register-flags for each chosen path(C, Z, N etc.) in the control-flow graphs. The second
option is used for showing the assembly-code in each block in the created graphs and
the third options is used for showing the number of times a block can be executed and a
path can be taken.
Note that we will refrain from showing the graphs and the assembly-codes in this
section and that is due to:
1- The huge sizes and complex structures of the graphs, as well as the code that is generated.
2- The fact that neither the graphs nor the assembly-codes are essential for understanding the solution.
However, some parts of a particular graph or assembly-code will be displayed when
they are needed to explain a specific problem.

6.1 The None-Preemption Transition
The WCET of the none-preemption transition consists of parts: The first part is the
WCET for one iteration of the while-loop in runcToCompletion(), that calls the method
rootState-dispatEvent(). The second part is the WCET for calling the method rootStatedispatEvent() for the particular case that we wish to analyze. The WCET for a nonepreemption transition is obtained by adding the WCETs of the While-loop to the WCET
of the particular case.
6.1.1 The WCET for The While-Loop
The smaller part of a program that Bound-T is able to extract a WCET for, as a stand
alone analysis, is a method. The WCET of one iteration of the while-loop was obtained
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by conducting a WCET calculation on the method runcToCompletion(), using a number
of assertions and drawing its control-flow graph. The WCET for loop was then counted
by hand from the values drawn in the graph.
The used assertion file contained the following assertions:
Asubprogram "OMErrorManager|theErrorManager" unused;
end subprogram;
Bsubprogram "OMReactive|runToCompletion"
loop repeat 1 times; end loop;
property "virtual" 1;
dynamic call calls "I_Module|rootState_dispatchEvent";
end call;
end "OMReactive|runToCompletion";
Csubprogram "I_Module|rootState_dispatchEvent"
time 0 cycles;
end "I_Module|rootState_dispatchEvent";
Dsubprogram "__near_free"
loop repeats 0 times;
end loop;
end "__near_free";
The assertion in the block labeled "A" represents a global assertion in Bound-T. The
option "unused" in the assertion tells Bound-T to exclude any call to the method theErrorManger() (defined in the class OMErrorManager) from the analysis. This method
is called whenever an error occurs in the program. We are not interested in analyzing
errors in the research.
The assertions in the block labeled "B" are only directed to the method runToCompletion. There are three types of assertions:
1. The assertion "loop repeat 1 times;.." tells Bound-T that the whileloop iterates only one time. The while-loop is the only loop in the method and
iterates as long as a condition is true. This assertion is needed because Bound-T
is not able to draw upper-bounds on this type of loops.
2. The assertion "property "virtual" 1;" is a new functionality that was
developed while doing this thesis. The method rootState_dispatchEvent is a virtual method implemented in the OMReactive class as well as in eight other subclasses including the I-Module class. Upon compilation, The IAR compiler statically binds the method’s name to the addresses of all the methods that implement
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it. When examining the UBROF-file, Bound-T sees these connections and assumes that each call to rootState_dispatchEvent is a call to all its implemented
versions, and then adds them to the analysis. Setting the option "virtual" to 1
forces Bound-T to consider all calls to virtual methods as dynamic calls and thus,
to ignore all static bonds.
3. The assertion dynamic call calls ".." tells bound-T to use specific
method addresses defined in the assertion. The target of the assertion is the address of the version of method rootState_dispatchEvent which is implemented in
I-Module class. The dynamic calls/jumps are one of the biggest "handicaps" that
the static WCET tools suffer from. A dynamic call in the avr-assembly language is
represented by the instruction "icall" (indirect call). This instruction reads the target address to the next call from the data-register Z (r31:r30). Since the content of
this register is only decided during runtime, depending on the current executingstate of the system, it is impossible for Bound-T to know the next method to be
analyzed. Therefore an assertion is needed to direct the tool the potential target
methods.
The assertion in the block labeled "C", "time 0 cycles;", is also a global assertion, telling Bound-T exclude the method rootState_dispatchEvent, that is defined and
implemented in the I-Module, from the analysis and to consider its WCET to be equal
to 0. Such assertions make Bound-T ignore the method and its callee and consider the
assertion as the actual WCET.
The method rootState_dispatchEvent was assert to 0 cycles for specific reason, explained in Section:6.1.2.
The assertion in the block labeled "D", "loop repeats 0 times;", is also a
global assertion dictating that the loop found in the function __near_free will not iterate.
This function is one of many functions that represented a challenge in this research. As
a matter of fact, there is a category of hidden functions belonging to the IAR/Embedded
C++ runtime environment. These functions are concerned in activities such: Allocating/freeing memory block on the heap, heap defragmentations and handling I/O stream
operations, etc. Some of the functions are explained in the AVR/IAR-compiler’s reference guide [IARC], but unfortunately, the code implementing these functions was
unreachable.
The assertion on the function __near_free is not important in the research and neither is
its WCET (the reason is explained later); the point of interest lies in the function itself.
The method runToCompletion initiates a local (empty) event before entering in the
while-loop. This event is sent with each call to the method rootState_dispatchEvent
from within the loop and is automatically deleted when the method runToCompletion
returns. The delete-operator invokes the function __near_free whenever it is called.
After drawing the control-flow graph of the function __near_free and examining its
assembly-code; the code revealed that the purpose of this function is to free a specified block in the heap-memory and to search, in an ascending way, a list linking the
addresses of all the free blocks in order to splint one or more adjacent blocks into a
bigger one (defragmentation). The search for the addresses of the free blocks is done
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from within a loop that iterates through the "free-list" (see Figure:19)
The code in the loop implies that the loop can be exited in two ways: The first way,

Figure 19: Part of the control-flow graph of the function __near_free displaying the loop that
iterates though the free-list.

which is the normal way, is represented in the condition in the instruction at the address
01027C. The condition will cease to be fulfilled if the loop reaches a free-block with
an address bigger than the address of the block that was freed, is reached. The second
way, is to exit the loop from the middle of the condition in the instruction at the address
010276 is fulfilled. This condition is fulfilled if the end of the address of the block that
was freed is bigger than the address of the last block in the free list.
Bound-T is unable to automatically find an upper-bound for the loop because it iterates
through a linked list that may have unlimited length. On the other hand, to be able to
assert the number of iterations that the loop can make, we need to know a number of
thing about the heap, such as: What does the current state of heap-memory look like,
how many free blocks can be found at this particular point in time, and how does the
program allocate and free blocks on the heap. Being able to answer all these questions
(or at least part of them) is not an easy task and demands a complete knowledge about
how the system actually works.
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This is one of many reasons why functions such: malloc, free, new and delete, should
be avoided in RT-programming.
There is another interesting issue, to mention about the loop in the function __near_free,
and that is: Bound-T classifies the loop as a none "exit-at-end" loop (i.e. it can be exited from many places [HLSa]). The assertions on the number of iterations of a none
exit-at-end loop is a lite bit ambiguous for Bound-T since there are many exit-edges.
For example; an assertion dictating that the loop "repeats X times" makes Bound-T include in the WCET the time for the executing the code in the loop multiplied by X, plus
the time for one additional iteration ended at the last address (address 010276) in the
block labeled "#loop". Thus the code from the address 01026C to the address 010276
is executed X+1 times. (Figure 19) .
At this point in the analysis, it was not necessary to provide a solution for the problem
derived from the function __near_free, because we are assuming the method runToCompletion remains in the loop and never returns until the main-execution loop is complete.
Our point of interest lies in finding the WCET of the while-loop only. Since it was this
WCET ins not affected by the of the function __near_free; an arbitrary upper-bound
was set on the number of iterations of its loop.
The WCET for one loop iteration was 61 cycles/0.00381 ms (both executables). (The
CPU clock is 16 MHz).
6.1.2 The WCETs for rootState_dispatchEvent
The method rootState_dispatchEvent is a switch-case statement consisting of seventeen
cases and a default statement. Each case contains a call to a method implementing the
state (sub-state) related to the case. The reason why the method rootState_dispatchEvent
was analyzed as "stand-alone" (i.e. not together with the method runToCompletion) is
that; each time a transition is taken, the index-key in the switch-case statement has a
different value depending on where in the main-execution loop we find ourselves at a
particular point in time and thus rootState_dispatchEvent was analyzed several times,
each time invoking a different method.
The C++ code was compiled with an IAR-compiling option that tries to reduce the code
size by encoding the switch-case statement into a switch table with entries (each representing an unique case) and generating a call or jump to a switch handler routine that
interprets the table at runtime[SWCT]. Bound-T was unable to analyze such generated
forms of switch-case code because the generated code contained indirect jumps (ijump)
that read the target-address of the jump from the data-register Z. The content of the
data-register is decided at runtime and it was impossible to direct Bound-T to a specific
address because Bound-T does not currently provide assertions on indirect jumps. The
only code for switch-case statements that Bound-T could analyze were the ones generated with the IAR-compiler force_switch_type 2. This option generates all cases as a
cascade comparison similar to the if/else statements.
To solve this problem a new version of bound-T using the so called partial evaluation method was developed (The partial evaluation method was earlier developed by
N. Holsti and employed in Bound-T’s Intel-8051 version. The method is described in
[SWCT]).
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Since we were interested in different WCETs that the method rootSate-DispatchEvent
can have at different times; assertions were used to direct bound-T to compute a particular WCET for a particular method-call,at each time.
The assertions below are taken from an assertion file used to compute a WCET of the
method rootSate-DispatchEvent for a particular method-call.
A..
.
subprogram "I_Module|state_65_takeEvent" unused;
end subprogram;
--subprogram "I_Module|Exit1_takeEvent" unused;
--end subprogram;
...
Bsubprogram "I_Module|SyncStart_takeEvent"
time 5000 cycles;
end "I_Module|SyncStart_takeEvent";
C--subprogram "I_Module|rootState_dispatchEvent"
-- variable "rootState_active" 9;
--end "I_Module|rootState_dispatchEvent";

The meaning of the assertion in the block marked as (A-) has already been described.
This assertion is one of sixteen other assertions, written in the assertion file and telling
bound-T to ignore the method-calls from each of these sixteen cases, and to analyze
the WCET of rootState_dispatchEvent when the method that we are interested in is
called. (In this example, the method is SyncStart_takeEvent, as shown in block (B)). Notice that the compiler changed the symbolic name of the method in Block A,
from Exit1_takeEvent to state_65_takeEvent. Other similar cases were
also observed.
The assertions were first written, using the original symbolic name given in the code.
That caused bound-T to generate error-messages telling the methods are not found. It
took a little while before understand the cause of the messages, for this reason; a new
option was added to Bound-T, "-synonym". This option lists all the different symbols
that have the same definitions and is aimed to warn about any changes in symbolic
names.
The assertion in Block B, time 5000 cycles;, tells Bound-T to assume that the
WCET of the method SyncStart_takeEvent is 5000 cycles instead of computing its actual WCET. The reason for giving a time assumption is that the we were interested in
computing the WCET of the method rootState_dispatchEvent when the method SyncStart_takeEvent was called.
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At first, the time assertion was chosen to be 0 time cycles. This assumption had quickly
proven to useless because, the obtained WCET was the one when the default: statement (in the switch-case statement) was reached, and it was equal to 417 cycles/0.029
ms. Thus, by asserting that the WCET of each method to be equal to 0 cycles, the WCET
of rootState_dispatchEvent would be the same in all the different cases, and a result of
471 cycles/0.029ms would be a considerable overestimation regarding the number of
times the method rootState_dispatchEvent was called.
To work around this problem, an arbitrary high number of cycles (e.g., 5000 cycles)
was given to the methods in a particular case, each time the analysis was conducted
on the method rootState_dispatchEvent. The purpose of this assertion was to make the
branch (the case) of the target method-call heavier than the branch of the the default:
statement. The actual WCET of the method rootState_dispatchEvent for a particular
method-call was then obtained by subtracting the the number of cycles in the given assertion from the computed WCET. For instance, the computed WCET of the method
rootState_dispatchEvent when calling the method SyncStart_takeEvent was equal to
5231 cycles. This implied that the actual WCET was: 5231-5000 = 321 cycles/0.020
ms.
The assertion in the block marked as (C-) is one of many assertions on variables that
Bound-T offers. The value of the index-key in the switch-case statement was stored in
the variable rootState_active. The assertion variable "rootState_active" 9
told Bound-T assume that the current value of the variable rootState_active was equal
to 9 and thus, the method-call that was found in the corresponding case was the one to
be considered during the analysis. This assertion can be used as a substitute to the set of
the sixteen assertions dictating that a method (subprogram) should be unused. In other
words, a Yes to case 9 can replace sixteen NO:s to the other sixteen cases
Unfortunately, this assertion had no effect during the analysis because the variable rootState_active was defined as an unsigned char while it was compared to values
stored in variables of type int (The lines were commented away using "–").
Before doing the comparison the compiler converted the value stored in the unsigned
char variable from eight- to sixteen bits. On the assembly-code level, this means that
the value of the char-variable was copied from the 8-bit register which it resided before
the comparison to a new register-pair that can contain the new 16-bit value. Bound-T
interpreted the assertion the right way but was unable to "see" the new 16-bit value. As
far as Bound-T was concerned, the assertion applied only to an 8-bit value which was
stored in one register. This explains why the tool neither acted according to the assertion
nor generated an error-message.
Bound-T still have problems in "understanding" type-conversions in general. A new
version of Bound-T that understands conversations from unsigned char to int is
underdevelopment.
Before we go any further in exploring the solutions for the other parts of the code, it
should be mentioned that, while doing the analysis, it was discovered that the sourcecode we had in hands from the beginning, was an older version of the application that
currently runs on the real system.
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The new source contained changes in some of the code parts that were subject to studies.
This unintentional mistake, together with other problems such as: the new bugs that
were introduced with some new versions of Bound-T, and that they needed to be fixed
before resuming the work; made it impossible to conduct the analysis on all the states
that were mentioned earlier in Section 5.1 and finish before the scheduled deadline for
this project. For this reason, the states Sync1 and Sync2 were excluded from the analysis.
After that the new code-version was received, the project was compiled again using
the IAR-compiler’s force_switch_type 2 option. A new analysis was conducted on the
methods runToCompletion and rootSate-dispatchEvent (as well as on some other parts
in the main-execution loop), using the same assertions and reading from the new executable file. The obtained results from analyzing the method runToCompletion has
shown to remain the same. As for the method rootSate-dispatchEvent, the new results revealed a considerable reduction in the obtained WCETs, in comparison to the
ones received by reading from the older executable file. For instance, the new obtained
WCET when the default: statement was reached became 53 cycles/0.003 ms (earlier
471 cycles/0.029 ms), while the new WCET obtained when calling the method SyncStart_takeEvent became 38 cycles/0.002 ms (earlier 321 cycles/0.020 ms).
This reduction in the WCETs was expected due to the way the compiler generated the
code for the switch-case statement in each of the two executable files. In the older executable file, each time the current value of the index-key had to be compared, a jump
to the subroutine that interprets the entries switch-table took place. Once a match was
found, another jump to the concerned target-address took place. In the new executable
file, executing a switch-case statement, generated as a cascade comparison, is as simple
as executing an if/else statement.
The new analysis that were conducted with the new executable, showed that the WCETs
of the method rootSate-dispatchEvent were deeply affect by force_switch_type 2 option,
while no remarkable changes were observed with other methods (one or two case, where
the WCET results recoded an increasing of 2 cycles). But, since the code that runs on
the real system was generated without using this option; the results that are presented in
this research are considered to be uncertain.
Finally, only UpdateData-state and Sync-state where analyzed by reading from the
new executable file. Therefore, only results and solutions for these two states will presented in this chapter. The other states however, (Sync1 and Sync2) were very similar to
Sync-state and they were expected to contain similar problems.

6.2 The WCET for UpdateData-State
In this section and the sections that follows, the interesting problems will be explained
along with their causes and their suggested work-around, without going into details
about what the program does or how its tasks are implemented.
The execution-path, that was believed to be taken if the main-execution loop was to
run without being preempted, consisted of a chain of calls, that were started from the
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method rootState_dispatchEvent.
While presenting the results, two of the worst characteristics of the generated code, that
continually caused annoying problems during the whole analysis, were discussed in this
Section.
The first problem was represented in methods generated in the following form:
int SomeFunction(short id){
int res = eventNotConsumed;
B1- if(condition is TRUE)
{
call_func1();
res = eventConsumed;
}
B2-

if(res == eventNotConsumed)
{
...
x = 12;
y = 12*14/(a*b);
....
z = 12*14/(a*b);
}
return res;

}
The problem with this generated form was that it contained two code-blocks that can
never executed together in a single execution-path, although they are guarded by two
independent if -statements instead of an if/else-statement. Its clear from the given example that if the code in Block B1 is executed, the condition guarding the Block B2
will became False and the code in this block will not be executed. Bound-T makes
a comparison between different execution-paths only with if/else statements. On the
other hand, it assumes that a stand-alone if -statement (i.e. an if with no else) is always
TRUE and it includes its guarded block in the WCET result 5 . The application-code
was full with methods generated in the same way as shown in the given example and
Bound-T was often unable to see that an execution-path that included both blocks B1
and B2 was an infeasible path. As a consequence, many generated WCET results contained unneeded overestimations. In some methods however, where some B2-blocks
contained one or more method-calls, it was possible to reduce the overestimated results
by asserting these methods as "unused".
The second problem was experienced because Bound-T was ignoring assertion on
some methods. The problem will be discussed along with the following assertions:
(A-)
-- subprogram "CANprint" unused;
5 Though,

in some cases, Bound-T can find infeasible paths.
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-- end subprogram;
(B-)
-- subprogram "00A76" unused;
-- end subprogram;
The problem from the method CANprint came up when the project was compiled again.
This method was one of many other methods that were used for debugging and were
exclude from compilation before running the application on the real (physical) system.
The method CANprint was invoked from a method that was found at the end of the
execution-path in the UpdateData-State. The assertion in block labeled as "A" was
aimed to exclude this method from the analysis but Bound-T was ignoring this assertion.
It was discovered that there was two versions of the method CANprint implemented in
the same source file (overloaded), which made the referring to the method CANprint
by its symbolic-name something ambiguous for Bound-T. Usually, overloaded methods
can be detected using the option "-warn symbol". When used, this option generated no
warning messages due to a bug in its implementation that was fixed later.
In the assertion file, the target method should have been referenced by it given address
instead. The address can be displayed with the help of the option "-trace symbols"6 :
Trace::SUBPROGRAM:CANdebug|CANprint:00A6DE
Trace:I::SUBPROGRAM:CANdebug|CANprint:00A762
The referring addresses were displayed and the targeted version was asserted using its
relating address instead.
Solving this problem with the "unused" assertion uncovered the existence of an other
farther more serious problem. The new problem was represent in the following Bound-T
outputs (some fields were omitted for the sake of simplicity):
Warning: Sync_entDef:Non-returning subprogram.
Error:Sync_entDef:No feasible execution path.
Bound-T terminated the analysis after generating the error displayed above.
The reason for "No feasible execution path" error message is that the assertion "unused"
can make all the execution paths that include the asserted method impossible. An assertion like "subprogram "X" unused; end;" is a typical causes of this problem if the
method under analysis always (on all paths) calls "X" (or some other "unused" subprogram), in that case all paths become infeasible in the analysis.
The warning message "Non-returning subprogram" is a side-effect of the problem; any
subprogram that has an infeasible execution path is also detected as non-returning because it has no feasible returning point.
The best solution to the new problem was to either change the assertion on the method
CANprint to "time 0 cycles", or not to exclude the method from the analysis. In the
later case, the wished WCET is obtained by subtracting the execution time of the
method CANprint from the obtained result. Thus, the WCET for the execution-path
in UpdateData-state was: 3132-1100 = 2032 cycles/0.127 ms (both executables).
6 Observe

that the referring addresses can change if the project is compiled again and thus, different
addresses have to be written in the assertion file
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It is not always possible to analyze a method, which makes the assertion "time 0 cycle"
an easier choice. This assertion however, slightly increases the WCET estimate by including the "cost" for calling the asserted method in the result.
The WCET of the method rootState_dispatchEvent for this state: 143 cycles/0.009ms
(from the old executable-file) and 28 cycles/0.0017ms (from the new executable-file).
The Total WCET in this part of code was 61 + 143(28) + 2032 = 2236 cycles/0.1397 ms
(old executable) or 2121 cycles/0.1326 ms (new executable).

6.3 The WCET for Sync-State
The Sync-state embraced a substatechart consisting of two states called: SyncStart and
ResetCT. The code for each state was generated in simple and independent methods.
The whole execution-path of the substatechart included two calls to the method rootState_dispathcEvent; one call to each of the methods implementing the states.
The problems that were encountered while analyzing this part of the code were partly
related to the way how the singleton-classes, such as the OMMainThread and the OMErrorManager7 , were implemented in the IDF (Section 3.3).
The access to the services that were provided by the class OMMainThread (e.g., scheduling or unscheduling an event) was gained by invoking a method called theThread that
locally created a static instance of this class (OMMainThread) and returned a pointer to
it. Each time this method was called, it invoked a number of IAR/C++-environment’s
functions along with it. Two of these functions: __record_needed_destruction and
__near_vec_contruct represented a problem during the analysis.
The solutions to these problems are represented in the following assertion-examples:
Asubprogram "theThread"
all calls to "operator new" repeat 0 times;
end calls;
end "theThread";
A1--subprogram "__record_needed_destruction"
-- all calls to "__DebugBreak" repeat 0 times;
-- end calls;
--end subprogram;
Bsubprogram "OMMainThread" unused;
end "OMMainThread";

7 The

OMErrorManager-class was excluded from the analysis because it was invoked only if errors
occurred during the execution
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The assertions in the blocks labeled as (A-) and (B-) aimed to solve a problems caused
by The function __record_needed_destruction.This function was called with each invocation to operator new from with in the method theThread. This function contained an
eternal loop that bound-T was unable to set an upper-bound on. The eternal loop was
performed from the instruction rjmp (unconditional jump) at the address 011BDA (see
Figure 20 (A)). The loop contained a call to the function __DebugBreak8 that returned
without doing anything. The code of the function __record_needed_destruction, in addition, included a conditional jump that, if occurred, the loop could be bypassed9 . As a
drawn conclusion, the function __record_needed_destruction went in the loop only if a
serious runtime-error had occurred during execution.
The first suggested solution was to bypass the eternal loop by asserting that all calls to
the function __DebugBreak should not called (Block A1). This assertion served two
goals. The first goal was to make Bound-T consider the path in loop as infeasible path
(since the only thing it did was calling __DebugBreak).The second goal was to tighten
the WCET by excluding the cost of calling the dummy function (that did nothing) from
any place in the function __record_needed_destruction.
Later, a better solution that made the WCET even tighter was applied (Block A). The solution was based on the fact that new operator was called from never the main-execution
loop. Since the method theThread creates a static instance, the static instance was created when the method was called for the first time. In the calls that followed, no new
instances were created, and the returned pointer pointed always to the same instance
that was created during the first call; thus the function new operator was invoked only
once and during the first call.
The method theThread had been already called, at least once, before the system went in
the main-execution loop and therefore, Bound-T was "told" to exclude all calls to new
operator from the analysis.
The function __near_vec_contruct was called, together with the function new operator, each time the constructor of the class OMMainThread was invoked (Thus from the
method theThead). This function was spotted in all the call-graphs that were generated
by analyzing the constructors of the classes that owned variables defined arrays (i.e. the
OMMainthed-class and the OMTimeoutHeap-class).
The problem with this function is that it contains a dynamic call (icall) to another
function whose address is read from the data-register Z. (see the instruction at address
010990 in the example below)
Assembly code: __near_vec_contruct
..
010968
888A
ldd r8,Y+18
01096A 889B
ldd r9,Y+19
..
01098E
01F4
movw Z,r9:r8
010990
9509
icall
8 __DebugBreak

is a "dummy" function used for debugging, as it name and its implementation imply.
was difficult to know the condition for the jump to happen, because as mentioned earlier, the code
implementing the IAR functions was not available for study.

9 It
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Figure 20: Parts of the control-flow-graphs representing:
(A) the loop at the __recored_need_destruction
(B)The top and bottom of the method theThread.
(It was impossible to show the whole graphs due to their sizes)

When bound-T finds a dynamic call and does not know its target-address, the tool generates first an error message (textitUnresolved dynamic control flow), then it resumes
the analysis assuming that the WCET of the function that should be called was equal
to Zero. Thus, the computed WCET will be an underestimation of the real WCET and
therefore invalid. To solve this problem Bound-T has to be directed to the function’s
address stored in Z via assertions (An example on how to assert a dynamic call is shown
in Block B- in Section 6.1.1). The content Z was obtained from the register-pairs r9:r8
(The instruction at address 01098E), whose contents (the contents of the registers r9 and
r8) were obtained from the data-stack (Instruction at addresses 010968 and 01096A).
All that made it very difficult to conclude the target-address of the dynamic call.
Fortunately, there was a way out of this problem. The function __near_vec_contruct
was never called while the system was running in the main-execution loop, for the
same reason that was explained before. As a result, the constructor OMMainThead was
asserted as "unused" (Block B). This asserting made Bound-T exclude the functions
__near_vec_contruct and new operator from the analysis and take instead the path that
bypassed them. (see Figure 20B)
Observe that assertion in block B- was enough to solve both problems. The purpose
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from showing the all three assertions was to be able to discuss the problems separately.
The problems described above were encountered almost everywhere during the analysis. The reason for this frequent encounter was the way the method theThread was
implemented and how the services provided by the event-manager class (OMMainthed)
are accessed in general. The way the method theThread is implemented now, on one
side, it made the analysis more difficult and on the other side, the method itself takes
longer time to execute each time it was called, because upon each invocation, it has to
check if it was called for the first time or not. A better implementation can be to declare the instance of the event-manager class as a global variable and initiate it at the
beginning.
The obtained WCET results in this part were:
• The WCET of the method rootState_dispatchEvent calling the method SyncStart
was 275 cycles/ 0.0172 ms (old executable) - 38 cycles/0.0024ms (new executable).
• The WCET of the state SyncStart: 863 cycles/0.0539ms (similar in both executables).
• The WCET of the method rootState_dispatchEvent calling the method ResetCTS
was 209 cycles/0.0131 ms (old executable) - 40 cycles/0.0025ms (new executable).
• The WCET of the state ResetCTS was 194 cycles/0.0121ms (similar in both executables).
• The Total WCET in this part of code was 61 + 275(38) + 863 + 61 + 209(40)
+194 = 1663 cycles/0.1039 ms (old executable) - 1257 cycles/0.0785 ms (new
executable).
Lots of actions were taken upon the transition from the substatechart in Sync-state to
the other substatescharts that were running in parallel and guarded by the first timeout
(56ms). The actions were invoked from a state called Sync-Exit-state, that served as
a joint between substatecharts. Even though the state was not explicitly drawn in the
statechart-graph in Rhapsody; it was generated in the code because actions were taken
upon transition (see Section: 5.2).
The analysis done on Sync-Exit-state is discussed in the next section.

6.4 The WCET Sync-Exit-State
The Sync-Exit-state invoked one of the longest execution-paths that may be observed
between two calls to the method rootState_dispatchEvent (assuming that the mainexecution loop runs without being preempted). The execution-path included hundreds
of method-calls which made it too complicated to be analyzed as one path. It was
counted around 927 calls in the execution path. The execution path was divided in four
sub-paths instead, that were analyzed apart, and the final WCET was obtained by adding
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the WCET together. The sub-paths were invoked from three methods:CANInfo_entDef,
GetStatusInfo_GetStatus_entDef and Timer_entDef.
Some of the problems in each of the three sub-paths will be described in this section
(again) without going into much details about the implementations of the mentioned
methods or what tasks they were to do.
The WCET of the method rootState_dispatchEvent when Sync-Exit-State was invoked:
253 cycles/0.0158 ms (old executable) - 42 cycles/0.0026 ms (new executable).
6.4.1 CANInfo_entDef
The sub-path invoked from this method alone consisted of 754 method calls. The problems were encountered when Bound-T was unable to set upper-bounds for loops found
in subroutines that manipulated variable bit-wise. The following assertions were written
to bound the loops (How we came to these assertions is explained later in this section):
subprogram "?L_SHL_L03|?L_SHL_L03"
loop repeats 4 times; end loop;
end "?L_SHL_L03|?L_SHL_L03";
subprogram "?UL_SHR_L03|?UL_SHR_L03"
loop repeats 4 times; end loop;
end "?UL_SHR_L03|?UL_SHR_L03";
subprogram "?S_SHL_L02|?S_SHL_L02"
loop repeats 5 times; end loop;
end "?S_SHL_L02|?S_SHL_L02";
subprogram "?SS_SHR_L02|?SS_SHR_L02"
loop repeats 4 times; end loop;
end "?SS_SHR_L02|?SS_SHR_L02";
The functions: ?L_SHL_L03, ?UL_SHR_L03, ?S_SHL_L02 and ?SS_SHR_L02 were
C++/IAR runtime’s subroutines used for bit-shifting (the assembly code for this subroutines was examined). These subroutines were called whenever a method invokes
the shifting-operators (« and ») on different variable types(ex. ?L_SHL_L03, shifted a
32-bit variable to the left - the "L" stood for "Long", and ?S_SHL_L02 shifted a 16-bit
variable to the left - the "S" stood for "Short", etc.). Each of these subroutines contained a loop that iterated a number of times that was equal to the value given in the
Shifting-operand (a Shifting-operand is the number tells how many of bits have to be
shifted). Bound-T was not always able to find an upper-bound for the loops because it
was unable to track the value of the Shifting-operand used in the calls. For instance,
a variable called offset that was used in a some shifting-operations, stored a value that
was obtained from a multiplication operation (int offset=(RPDOnr-1)*8). The
Avr-processors use complicated instructions for multiplication that are not yet implemented in Bound-T’s arithmetic-model, and therefore Bound-T was not able to know
what values were stored in offset. In another case, variables of type Char were passed
as arguments to methods that take Int-types, and which in turn, used these arguments
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as Shifting-operands. Bound-T is unable to understand the type-conversion process, as
explained in Section 6.1.2.
The shifting-operators were invoked hundreds of times from seven methods that were
found on this execution-path. For instance in a method operators were used from within
one or more loops as well as before and after the loop(s).(To get a picture of the situation
try to imaging how the ’+’ or ’-’ operators can be used in a method).
The number of calls to each shifting operator was as follows: 104 calls to ?L_SHL_L03,
32 calls to ?UL_SHR_L03, 294 calls to ?S_SHL_L02 and 16 calls to ?SS_SHR_L02.
Since many calls were made from one and the same function, it was impossible to
write different assertions on the same subroutine because Bound-T would find these
assertions ambiguous and terminate the analysis. In such situations, only one global
assertion could be given on each subroutine.
A solution to this problem was to set an upper-bound on each loop that was equal
to the maximum (allowed) value that the Shifting-operand can have. For example:
?L_SHL_L03 can shift a 32-bit variable only 31 bits to the left (shifting more than that
would be meaningless) and thus the upper-bound on the loop found in ?L_SHL_L03
would be 31 iterations. The assumption that the maximum number of iterations would
occur each time any of these subroutines was called resulted in a huge WCET estimate
of 97955 cycles/6.1222 ms. This solution is not preferred because; when adding the
obtained WCET to those obtained from the earlier analysis the resulting WCET estimation (6.3658 ms - old executable/6.3333 ms - new executable) will be very close to the
deadline (7ms), while still at this stage of the analysis.
Another solution was to manually count the WCET for each call to the different subroutines. This solution was dumped because it was found to be time consuming.
A third solution was to find the average number of loop-iterations for each subroutine and use it as an upper-bound in the assertions, in order decrease the overestimated
WCET. The average number was obtained by summing the number of all shiftingoperands (i.e. the total number of the shifted bit) that were used with a particular subroutine, then by the dividing this sum by the total number of calls that were made to
this subroutine. In the cases where the values of the shifting-operands were unknown,
the maximum allowed would used instead. (i.e. 31 iteration for the ?L_SHL_L03). This
solution was expected to considerably reduce the overestimation and give an estimation
that was very close to the the actual WCET.
After examining the code closely, the following numbers were recorded (assuming that
no error was made during the counting):
• ?L_SHL_L03: The total number of calls = 104, the total number of shifted-bits =
388 ⇒ The average = 388 ÷ 104 = 3.73 ≈ 4 iterations/call.
• ?UL_SHR_L03: The total number of calls = 32, the total number of shifted-bits =
128 ⇒ The average = 128 ÷ 32 = 4 iterations/call.
• ?S_SHL_L02: The total number of calls = 294, the total number of shifted-bits =
1392 ⇒ The average = 1392 ÷ 294 = 4.73 ≈ 5 iterations/call.
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• ?SS_SHR_L02:The total number of calls = 16, the total number of shifted-bits =
56 ⇒ The average = 56 ÷ 16 = 3.5 ≈ 4 iterations/call.
The last solution gave a WCET of 50883 cycles/3.1802 ms and resulted in a WCET
"tightening" of 47072 cycles/2.9420 ms .
6.4.2 GetStatusInfo_GetStatus_entDef
The (sub)execution path that was invoked from this method consisted of 175 methodcalls. The problems that were encountered in this part were similar to the ones that were
described in the precedent sections and in particular the problems that were caused by
the use of "unused" assertion.
Another version of the method rootStatedispatchEvent, which was implemented in a
class called Information_distributor was found on the execution path. This method was
very similar in its implementation to the one found in IModule and had a similar task,
i.e. dispatching and controlling the behavior of the statechart that was defined in the
class Information_distributor. This statechart was invoked though a call to the method
takeTrigger, executed only one state and returned without that the method runToCompletion being called(see Sections 5.1.1 and 6.1.1).
What must be mentioned in this section is that the call to this rootStatedispatchEvent
method was analyzed reading from the new executable only and as a path of the whole
execution-path. So the WCET result obtained in this particular sub-path are considered
to be untrustworthy because the code for the method rootStatedispatchEvent that runs
on the real system was generated according to the model found in the old executable
and therefore is expected to have a slightly bigger WCET.
The obtained WCET for this part was 7842 cycles/0.4901 ms.
6.4.3 Timer_entDef
The sub-path that was invoked from the method Timer_entDef was very simple and
consisted of a chain of calls to seven method calls. No remarkable problem were encountered while doing the analysis. The assertion that was needed was on the OMErrorManager as it was shown in Block A in Section 6.1.1.
The obtained WCET for this sub-path 1253 cycles/0.0783 ms.
The total WCET of WCET Sync-Exit-State was: 61 + 253(42) + 50883 + (7842) + 1253
= 60081 cycles/3.7550ms (new executable).
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7 Conclusion
CC-systems AB was interested in knowing if it was possible to perform the static
WCET-analysis on a C++ code, automatically generated from Rhapsody, and how to
benefit from information in Rhapsody to identify the parts of the code that were time
critical.
Tidorum Ltd, the developer of Bound-T, wanted to know how adequate their WCET-tool
(a prototype for Avr-platform) was for analyzing such code and if they could benefit
from this research to improve the functionality of the tool.
The code is generated for a HRT application that is controlling a bridge-panel in a
Rolls-Royce marine vessel and contains several tasks that are running in parallel. The
generated application is to execute in the absence of any operation system and on the top
of the "one-threaded" IDF-library that simulated the behavior of a real operating system
(doing the scheduling, the event-dispatching and timeout-checking etc.). This implies
that the generated has an extremely complex structure.
The behaviors of the existing components were generated from UML-statecharts diagrams, in form of switch-case statements (Event-dispatching methods), where each
method represented the states and the transitions in a particular statechart.
The analysis was conducted on a loop, called the main-execution loop found in the
IModule-component. This loop had a time constraint of 80ms and consisted of one
external statechart with many nestled statecharts. Some statecharts were embraced with
timeouts (56ms and 17ms) and were excluded from the analysis. The parts that were
left had a time constraint of 7 ms.
It is possible to locate the code implementing the targeted parts by left-clicking (the
mouse) on the states/transitions that represented these them in the UML-diagram in
Rhapsody.
It is also possible to identify the execution-paths containing each of the targeted parts
due to the fact that, all statecharts (behaviors) are invoked by the IDF, according to a
fixed "execution-pattern": Upon each transition from one state to another, the eventdispatching method (the switch-case statement) is to be called once. Based on this
execution-pattern, the execution-paths of each of the targeted parts were isolate and
analyzed; each path aside.
It is however, difficult to know whether the statechart implementing the behavior of
the main-execution loop, would run to completion upon each iteration, or if it can be
preempted. The event-dispatching method is invoked from different places depending
on whether the loop could be preempted or not. The application developer is unsure
of which of the two behaviors is pertained. This is considered as one of disadvantages
of depending on tools that generate codes for HTR applications from UML-modules,
instead of implementing the code manually. In such case, the programmers trust the tool
in generating the desired behaviors from UML-diagrams they designed and consider that
they do not need to known every detail about the generated code.
The analysis was carried out assuming that the main-execution loop executes without
being preempted, because in the case of preempted-execution, a task scheduling would
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be needed. Task scheduling was beyond the analysis done in this research.
The IDF-library suffers from some bad designs in the sens that they are unsuitable
for RT-programming, such as: Firstly, the access to the IDF-library services is done
via a method that locally created a static instance and returned a pointer to it. Such
implementation makes the analysis harder because; from onside, the first call to this
method has a different WCET from the other calls that follows, and from the other
side, it slows the execution because, upon each call, it has to check if this was the first
or not. Secondly, in some methods, class-instances are created locally and destroyed
dynamically when these methods returns. In such cases the heap-memory is be affected,
which results in different WCET of the same execution-path depending on current state
of the heap.
The generated code has some characteristics that caused unnecessary overestimations
because of the way some methods are generated: These methods are implementing two
contradictory conditions as two separated if-statements. The nature of the static analysis
is to assume that every condition in a stand-alone if-statement is possible (in general)
and thus codes from both blocks are considered belonging to one and the same path. In
fact, such path is infeasible.
The arithmetic model in the used version of Bound-T lacked (at that time) two important functionalities, which hindered the tool at many occasions from automatically finding an upper bound: First, Bound-T was unable to understand the converting-operations
done by the compiler on some variable types10 . Secondly the tool was unable not
understand the multiplication-operations that are implemented in the AVR-processors.
Bound-T failed to automatically compute a WCET when the upper bound depended on
value obtained from such operations.
All the problems mention above, were solved thanks to Bound-T’s wide variety of
assertions (annotations) that allows the user to: specify an upper bounds on the numbers of iterations of loops, specify the number of calls to a particular methods, give a
fixed execution time for a specific method, and to exclude a particular method from the
analysis etc.
While conducting the analysis, it was discovered that the code in hands was an older
version of the one that runs on the real system. The final version was received after
being recompiled with the force_switch_type 2-compiler option. This option generated
the code of the switch-case statement differently from the way it was generated for
the application that run on the real system. These changes resulted in considerable
reductions in the WCETs of the methods that employed the switch-case statements. A
new analysis was conducted only on some parts in the main-execution instead of all the
specified ones. That was due to many reasons: First, not all the new results are valid
to decide if the loop fulfills its timing-constraint or not. Second, it was impossible to
10 This

function will be implemented in the new Avr-version of Bound-T
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reanalyze all the code parts before the scheduled deadline. Third and last, the excluded
parts are similar to the ones that were analyzed and are expected to contain the same
problems.
As a general conclusion, it was possible to conduct the static WCET analysis on C++
code generated from Rhapsody and deliver results.
Around eleven updates of Bound-T were developed during this research, where number of bugs were reported and fixed, and a number of functionalities that improves the
analysis of applications of object-oriented nature, were added. For instance, a nu option
was introduce allowing the user to draw a graph displaying all the existing classes in the
application including their methods or their member variables.

Table 1: Summary of Results

Results of the analyzed parts - CPU Clock 16Mhz
Execution path +
Old Executable
New Executable
State
Clk Cycles Milliseconds Clk Cycles Milliseconds
runToCompletion(loop)
61
0.0038
61
0.0038
rootState_dispatchEvent
143
0.0089
28
0.0024
UpdateData
2032
0.1270
2023
0.1264
UpdateData_State
2236
0.1397
2121
0.1326
runToCompletion(loop)
61
0.0038
61
0.0038
rootState_dispatchEvent
275
0.0172
38
0.0024
SyncStart
863
0.0539
863
0.0539
runToCompletion(loop)
61
0.0038
61
0.0038
rootState_dispatchEvent
209
0.0131
40
0.0025
ResetCTS
194
0.0121
194
0.0121
Sync_State
1663
0.1039
1257
0.0785
runToCompletion(loop)
61
0.0038
61
0.0038
rootState_dispatchEvent
253
0.0158
42
0.0026
CANInfo_entDef
50883
3.1802
50883
3.1802
GetStatusInfo_GetStatus_entDef
7842
0.4901
Timer_entDef
1253
0.078
1253
0.0783
Sync_Exit_State
60081
3.7550
Total Result
63459
3.9661
Table 1 is a summary of all the analyzed parts of the code. The results are extracted
by analyzing both the old- and the new executable, and are given in clock cycles as
well as in milliseconds as. The table consists of three parts (sub-tables) representing
different execution paths (the states and transitions) in the main-execution loop as they
were introduced in Section 5. Each sub-table shows how the relating execution path
was divided in to smaller execution paths, and is limited by a gray row containing the
WCET of this execution path. The red row at the end of the table is the result obtained
by summing the WCETs stored in all the gray rows.
The table reveals that there are differences in the WCET results between the old- and the
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new executable only with methods containing switch-case statements (i.e., the method
rootState_dispatchEvent in our case). As mentioned earlier, The sub-execution path
starting from the method GetStatusInfo_GetStatus_entDef contains a call to another
method rootState_dispatchEvent, defined in the Information_distributor class and invoked directly from the main-execution loop. Due to the time limitation, this sub-path
was analyzed by reading from the new executable only which explains the absence of
results in the "Old Executable" columns.
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8 Future Work
In this section, recommendations on how to make the static analysis more efficient and
more successful in the future are presented based on the experience gained from this
research.
It is recommended that the analysis will be integrated as a part of the development
process, where it can be applied on subprograms, methods and functions by the developer him/herself. No one is aware of the nature of the application better than its
developer who will know what to analyze and why. In addition, applying the analysis
during the development can provide the developer with knowledge about the timing behavior of the application and gives him/her the chance to make necessary changes on
the fly in case any deviations from the timing constraints were suspected. Furthermore,
in cases where a task scheduling is needed, the WCETs obtained from the analysis can
be combined together to form any thinkable execution scenario.
During the implementation, the if/else-statements should be used instead the switchcase statements whenever it is possible. Compilers in general generates the code for a
switch-case statement in three different forms, depending on the used compiling-option
(ex. conditions in cascade sequence, dynamic jumps via table of indexes or jump to
subroutines as explained in Section 6.1.2). With switch-case statements, any changes to
this option upon a new compilation will results in new different WCET results.
The use of static variables inside hidden methods that are continuously invoked during the execution should be avoided. In RT-applications it is recommended that all
initializations are done at the start of system and in separated functions. The former
way of implementation introduces, among other thing, unneeded increasing in the execution time. The same thing is true for using type conversions when it is not necessary,
the conversion-operations are automatically performed by the compiler and increases
the execution time of the task that uses them.
Finally, no contradictory conditions should be used in independent if-statements. This
leads often to infeasible paths.
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